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1. Introduction
Public liquidity provision is warranted when the private sector is unable to produce
enough liquid assets to diversify aggregate liquidity risk (Holmström and Tirole 1998).
Alternatively, it is warranted when liquidity shortages arise as a result of, for example,
fire sales (Allen and Gale 1994, 2004, Lorenzoni 2008, Schleifer and Vishny 2011, He and
Kondor 2016 and others). But, is there a role for public liquidity provision when liquid assets are abundant and the prospects of fire sales are unlikely? This question is
particularly important following the global financial crisis, where unconventional monetary policies such as quantitative easing (QE)—implemented well after the onset of
the crisis—are thought to have implications for market liquidity (Krishnamurthy and
Vissing-Jorgensen 2011).
We develop a dynamic model of market-based financial intermediation to address
this question. In our model, credit is provided in the primary market, where firms issue long-term bonds that are then retraded in an imperfectly liquid secondary market.
Thus, secondary market liquidity affects investors’ supply of credit to firms.1 At the same
time, the demand for credit, i.e., the issuance of illiquid bonds, affects secondary market liquidity through the composition of investors’ portfolios, as they must allocate limited financial resources between liquid and illiquid assets. This trade-off between credit
provision in the primary market and liquidity provision in secondary over-the-counter
(OTC) markets is a key contribution of our analysis.
The primary financial friction is the presence of search frictions in the secondary
OTC market. The empirical evidence suggests that search frictions are the main driver
of illiquidity in OTC markets for bonds (Edwards et al. 2007, Bao et al. 2011) and, accordingly, have been the focus of a large theoretical literature (Duffie et al. 2005, Lagos
and Rocheteau 2009, He and Milbradt 2014, Atkeson et al. 2015 and others). In addition
to search frictions in the secondary market, agency frictions in the primary credit market are modeled using the costly state verification (CSV) framework (Townsend 1979,
Gale and Hellwig 1985, Bernanke and Gertler 1989), such that debt emerges as the optimal contract for firms’ financing. The specific nature of the agency friction in the CSV
framework is not crucial for our results. What is key is that there is a downward sloping
demand for credit in the primary market, and the CSV framework delivers this in a way
that is tractable and well understood in the literature. The novelty of our framework is
that the search and agency frictions interact to determine equilibrium credit supply and
market liquidity.
The model has three periods and two types of agents: firms and investors. In the
first period, firms need financing for productive projects that pay off in the last period.
Financing is obtained from investors who value only future consumption, but are subject to preference shocks: a fraction of the investors become impatient and would like to
consume in the interim period, while the rest remain patient and are willing to buy the
1 We

focus on credit provision through capital markets, which has become increasingly important for
nonfinancial firms and households in the United States. Data from the Financial Accounts of the United
States reveal that the fraction of credit provided by the market has increased in the last 25 years and stands
at over 60 percent for nonfinancial firms and at about 50 percent for households.
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assets of impatient investors. However, asset exchange between patient and impatient
investors takes place in an OTC market characterized by search frictions, so that counterparties are only found with some probability. These probabilities are determined endogenously as a function of the ratio of liquid assets relative to illiquid assets available
for trade. The trading frictions in the OTC market introduce a liquidity premium in firms’
external financing and, thus, affect credit supply through a liquidity premium channel
in the cost of credit.
At the same time, the quantity of bonds issued in primary markets reduces liquid
resources available for trade in the secondary market. This is reflected in the portfolios
of investors who allocate limited financial resources between illiquid bonds and liquid
assets. Other things equal, market liquidity is lower as the composition of investors’
portfolios shifts toward illiquid bonds. Thus, bond issuance affects secondary market
liquidity through a liquidity provision channel.
We provide a full analytic characterization of the interaction between the liquidity
premium and liquidity provision channels. Moreover, we establish in an existence proof
that the two channels interact to determine the unique equilibrium in the primary and
secondary markets. Intuitively, firms issue more debt exactly when market liquidity is
high and, hence, the liquidity premium is low. But as investors hold more of this debt,
their portfolios shift away from liquid assets, thereby reducing liquidity provision in the
OTC market. The liquidity premium channel dominates, while the liquidity provision
channel acts as an automatic stabilizer such that an improvement or a deterioration in
market liquidity cannot perpetually increase or decrease bond issuance. This mechanism, which is fundamentally different from models that feature an amplification between funding and market liquidity stemming from binding collateral constraints and
limits to arbitrage (e.g., Brunnermeier and Pedersen 2009, Gromb and Vayanos 2002),
is consistent with empirical evidence presented in Bao et al. (2011), who find that more
issuance by firms is correlated with better secondary market liquidity.
Our normative analysis reveals that the private equilibrium is generically constrained inefficient owing to a congestion externality in the secondary market. The congestion externality operates through the trading probabilities as investors’ fail to internalize how their portfolio choices affect the ease with which they can trade in the secondary market. For example, a patient investor who holds an extra unit of storage fails to
internalize that she makes it easier for impatient investors to trade their bonds and vice
versa. Market liquidity is (generically) either suboptimally low or high. When liquidity is lower than the social optimum, firms are overleveraged and write excessively risky
bond contracts. This overabundance of long-term bonds leads to an underprovision of
liquidity in the secondary market. The opposite is true when liquidity is suboptimally
high.
This type of congestion externality is well known in the search and matching literature. Indeed, Lester et al. (2015) highlight that efficiency in OTC markets can be restored
when the trade surplus is split according to the elasticity of the matching function, satisfying the Hosios (1990) condition. Moreover, the authors show that this efficient split of
the surplus arises endogenously in a competitive search equilibrium with posted prices.
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Accordingly, they argue in favor of a market microstructure that promotes price transparency.
In contrast, in our framework, even though price posting delivers a surplus split that
satisfies the classic Hosios (1990) condition, this is not the efficient outcome. The reason
is that there is a wedge between the private and the social valuation of the trade surplus.
The private surpluses are determined by the value at which investors are willing to trade
a bond in the OTC market. Price posting maximizes the total private valuation of the
trade surpluses. In contrast, the social planner in our model wants to maximize the total
social surplus, measured in terms of discounted lifetime utility. In our model, when the
interest rate is strictly positive, the private and social surpluses differ insofar as patient
agents gain additional utility from a trade because they consume in the future. In light of
this, the planner wants to reduce the share of the surplus allocated to patient investors
so that impatient investors receive a share that is at least as large as the elasticity of the
matching function and is increasing in the risk-free rate. We refer to the resulting socially
efficient surplus split as the intertemporal Hosios condition.
We examine the ability of a social planner to regulate the private provision of liquidity to implement the constrained efficient equilibrium. When private liquidity is inefficiently low, optimal regulation calls for a tax on leverage to restrict illiquid bond issuance
by firms coupled with a subsidy on storage to provide an incentive for investors to hold
a more liquid portfolio. Because of the congestion externality, a change in liquidity can
generate ex ante welfare gains to investors. These welfare gains allow the planner to
reduce firms’ financing costs and increase their profits despite having to operate on a
smaller scale. In contrast, when private liquidity is inefficiently high, the opposite it
true: a leverage subsidy combined with a storage tax are able to align the private and
social incentives.
In addition to regulation, we also examine how the optimal provision of public liquidity, as implemented by quantitative policies like QE, can alleviate trading frictions
and improve economic efficiency. We show that QE in our model works through a portfolio rebalancing mechanism: any public policy that alters the aggregate liquidity of private portfolios will affect the compensation investors require to purchase illiquid assets,
i.e., the liquidity premium. In other words, QE transfers liquidity risk from private investors to the public sector, which, in turn, influences savings and investment decisions
in the real economy (see Stein 2014 for a general discussion). While our analysis focuses
on QE policies implemented by a central bank that uses liquid reserves to purchase less
liquid assets from investors, quantitative tightening (QT) is expected to operate through
the same mechanism.
A key insight of our model is that public liquidity management (QE or QT) is inherently different from liquidity regulation. Both policies affect the level of market liquidity,
but whereas regulation trades off liquidity and credit provision, public liquidity management implies that public liquidity and credit provision move in tandem. This is because
liquidity management enhances the intermediation technology of the economy. However, the feasibility of QE requires that the liquidity premium be high enough to offset
the social costs created by this policy, which in our model derive from the additional
monitoring cost incurred by the central bank relative to private agents. High liquidity
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premia are likely to arise during financial crisis, rationalizing QE interventions in these
states of the world rather than in normal times. The difference between liquidity regulation and management opens the door for these two policies to coexist. Indeed, our
analysis shows that quantitative policies should be supplemented with optimal regulation to generate even larger welfare gains. In this sense, liquidity regulation and liquidity
management should be viewed as complements, not substitutes, in the policy toolkit.
Related literature This paper is closely related to Holmström and Tirole (1998) in the
sense that the role of regulation and provision of public liquidity is a central part of our
analysis. Our paper is also related to other studies of the public role for liquidity provision (see, for example, Allen and Gale 1994, 2004, Lorenzoni 2008, Farhi et al. 2009,
Schleifer and Vishny 2011, Hart and Zingales 2015, He and Kondor 2016). These studies
suggest that private liquidity provision is suboptimally low, with the exception of Hart
and Zingales (2015), who find that it is suboptimally high. We contribute to this literature by analyzing optimal liquidity provision with trade frictions in OTC market and
showing that under the same financial frictions, private liquidity provision can be either
suboptimally high or suboptimally low.
Our paper is also related to the literature studying frictional OTC trade in financial
markets (Duffie et al. 2005, Lagos and Rocheteau 2009, Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck
2016a, He and Milbradt 2014, Atkeson et al. 2015 among others). This literature has
primarily focused on how search frictions affect bid–ask spreads in OTC markets. Some
studies have explored the role of endogenous market liquidity by considering the cost
of secondary market participation (Shi 2015, Bruche and Segura 2017, Cui and Radde
2019) or endogenous asset issuance (Geromichalos and Herrenbrueck 2016b, Bethune
et al. 2019). Other studies consider the effect of monetary policy on trade frictions by
changing agents’ money holdings used in decentralized exchange (Lagos and Wright
2005, Lagos and Zhang 2020 among others). Our focus is different. We consider the
trade-off between credit and liquidity provision in primary credit markets as the main
determinant of secondary market liquidity.
Focusing on this trade-off relates our work to the literature on the interaction between default and liquidity for corporate bonds traded in OTC markets with search frictions. He and Milbradt (2014) and Chen et al. (2018) show that the interplay between
default risk and market liquidity creates an amplifying feedback loop whereby shocks
that increase default risk make secondary markets more illiquid, impeding the ability of
firms to roll over existing debt and bringing them closer to default. In contrast, we show
that there is an equilibrating relationship between debt issuance and secondary market
liquidity, abstracting from debt roll-over risk.
Finally, our paper contributes to the literature studying the channels through which
quantitative policies transmit to the real economy. These channels include scarcity of
safe assets, financial distress, or credit risk transfers between the private and the public sector (Gertler and Karadi 2011, Williamson 2012, Caballero and Farhi 2013, Moreira
and Savov 2017).2 Another channel is the portfolio rebalancing mechanism, whereby
2 Empirical

evidence on the efficacy of the QE program implemented by the Federal Reserve includes
Gagnon et al. (2011) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011), while Joyce et al. (2011) and Christensen and Rudebusch (2012) present evidence on the program implemented by the Bank of England.
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changes in the net supply of assets affects the relative compensation that agents require to hold them (Tobin 1969). Papers in this branch of the literature have modeled
the portfolio rebalancing mechanism by assuming a reduced form portfolio adjustment
cost (Andrés et al. 2004, Chen et al. 2012). We contribute to this literature by presenting a model where portfolio adjustment costs are endogenous, and, more importantly,
are affected by the QE policies. This is important as it characterizes the limits of these
quantitative policies.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the model and establishes the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium. Section 3 describes the effect
of OTC trade on bond premia and primary credit markets. Section 4 presents the social
planner’s problem and describes the externalities operating through secondary market
liquidity. Section 5 derives the set of policy instruments that can implement the constrained efficient outcome. Section 6 describes the transmission of quantitative policies
and its optimal design. Finally, Section 7 concludes. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
2. A model of market-based intermediation
2.1 Physical environment
There are three time periods, t = 0 1 2, a single consumption good, and two types of
agents: entrepreneurs and investors. Entrepreneurs have long-term investment projects
and may fund these projects with internal funds or with external funds received from
investors. Ex ante identical investors provide funds to entrepreneurs, but once lending
has taken place and while production is underway, investors are subject to a preference
(liquidity) shock that reveals whether they are impatient, and, hence, prefer to consume
earlier rather than later, or patient. Investors can trade their assets in an OTC market
with search frictions to meet their liquidity needs (see Figure 1).
There is a mass 1 of ex ante identical entrepreneurs, who are endowed with n0 units
of consumption at t = 0. Entrepreneurs invest to maximize expected consumption at t =
2, which amounts to maximizing the return on their investment. They operate a linear
technology, which delivers Rk ω at t = 2 per unit of consumption invested at t = 0. The
random variable ω is an idiosyncratic productivity shock that hits after the project starts
and is distributed according to the cumulative distribution function F , with unit mean.
The productivity shock is privately observed by the entrepreneur at t = 2, but investors
can learn about it if they pay a monitoring cost μ as a fraction of assets. The (expected)
gross return Rk is assumed to be known at t = 0, as there is no aggregate uncertainty.
So as to produce, the firm must finance investment, denoted k0 , either through its own
resources or by issuing two-period financial contracts to investors.3 So profits equal
3 We restrict firms to issue only long-term contracts because we are interested in analyzing the role of
search frictions in the OTC market, where these long-term contracts are retraded. Alternatively, the firm
could issue short-term contracts or borrow long term from a bank that, in turn, funds itself short term.
In the absence of roll-over risk and bank runs, these two alternatives would yield the efficient sharing of
liquidity risk described in Diamond and Dybvig (1983). But as Jacklin (1987) argued, this efficient outcome
could also be achieved under frictionless secondary markets for long-term contracts. Thus, our paper could
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Figure 1. Time line.

total revenue in period 2, Rk ωk0 , minus payment obligations from financial contracts.
Entrepreneurs represent the corporate sector in our model, so we refer to entrepreneurs
and firms interchangeably.
There is a mass 1 of ex ante identical investors, who are endowed with e0 units of
consumption at t = 0. Investors have unknown preferences at t = 0. At t = 1, investors
learn their preferences as a fraction δ turn out to be impatient and a fraction 1 − δ turn
out to be patient. Following Diamond and Dybvig (1983), the preference shocks are private information and are not contractible ex ante. Patient consumers have preferences
only for consumption in t = 2, uP (c1  c2 ) = c2 , whereas impatient consumers have preferences for both consumption in t = 1 and 2, and discount period 2 consumption at rate
β ≤ 1, uI (c1  c2 ) = c1 + βc2 .
Investors in both period 0 and period 1 have access to a storage technology with yield
r > 0, i.e., every unit of consumption stored yields 1 + r units of consumption in the next
period. The amount stored in period t is denoted st . In addition, at t = 0, investors can
purchase financial contracts issued by entrepreneurs, and at t = 1, they can exchange
consumption for financial contracts in an OTC market subject to search frictions (see
Figure 1). The terms of trade in the OTC market are influenced by the bargaining power
of impatient investors, denoted by ψ.
be seen as studying the limits to Jacklin’s argument when there are search frictions in secondary markets.
But we abstract from a holistic analysis of firms’ capital structure under both illiquid secondary markets for
long-term contracts and fragile short-term funding.
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Finally, note that the expected return on financial contracts is known in periods 0
and 1, since there is no aggregate uncertainty or new information arriving after investors
and firms have agreed on the terms of these contracts. This means that asymmetric
information considerations do not play a role in the OTC market.4
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 (Relative returns). The discounted expected return on firms’ projects is
larger than the return on storage and the return on storage plus the return on secondary
markets, i.e., 1+r ≤ βRk and (1+r)[ψ/(1+r)+(1−ψ)β]−1 ≤ Rk . In addition, monitoring
costs are such that Rk (1 − μ) < (1 + r)2 .
Assumption 2 (Productivity distribution). Let h(ω) = dF(ω)/(1 − F(ω)) denote the
hazard rate of the productivity distribution. It is assumed that ωh(ω) is strictly increasing.
Assumption 3 (Impatience). The fraction of impatient investors is positive, δ > 0, impatient investors discount future consumption at a higher rate than the return on storage,
1/β − 1 > r or β < 1/(1 + r), and impatient investors do not have total bargaining power,
so that 0 ≤ ψ < 1.
Assumption 4 (Investors deep pockets). It is assumed that investors’ (total) endowment
e0 is significantly higher than entrepreneurs’ (total) endowment n0 , i.e., e0  n0 .
Assumption 1 is necessary for the issuance of financial contracts in equilibrium. On
the one hand, 1 + r ≤ βRk allows firms to offer a return that is higher than the cumulative
two-period return on storage.5 On the other hand, (1 + r)[ψ/(1 + r) + (1 − ψ)β]−1 ≤ Rk
allows firms to offer a higher return than what can be earned on storage, even when the
prospective return on the OTC market is taken into account. Furthermore, this assumption rules out equilibria where entrepreneurs are always monitored, (1 + r)2 > Rk (1 − μ).
Assumption 2 rules out credit rationing in equilibrium. As a result, in equilibrium, there
is a positive trade-off between the riskiness of the financial contract and the firm’s leverage. Assumption 3 makes impatient investors have a (strict) preference for current versus future consumption when the interest rate is r, β < 1/(1 + r), such that trade frictions
in the OTC market are not irrelevant.6 Assumption 4 ensures that investors can meet the
credit demand of entrepreneurs. Together these assumptions ensure the existence and
uniqueness of equilibrium, as we discuss below.
4 See

Gorton and Pennacchi (1990), Eisfeldt (2004), and Bigio (2015) for models of adverse selection and
illiquid secondary markets.
5 To see this, note that 1 + r ≤ βRk together with Assumption 3 implies that (1 + r)2 < Rk . If these conditions are not met, then the firm return is dominated by the return of the storage technology from the
perspective of investors who hold the financial contract to maturity.
6 Note that β < 1/(1 + r) is necessary but not sufficient for the relevance of OTC trade frictions in the
model. In addition, it is required that ψ < 1, so the financial contract is not a perfect hedge against liquidity
risk for impatient investors when secondary market liquidity is sufficiently abundant.
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2.2 The financial contract and the demand for credit
The demand for credit is modeled using the off-the-shelf CSV framework of Townsend
(1979), Gale and Hellwig (1985), and Bernanke and Gertler (1989). Hence, the exposition
of this part of the model is kept brief.
Entrepreneurs finance their investment k0 using either internal resources, n0 , or by
selling long-term financial contracts to investors. These contracts specify an amount,
bd0 , borrowed from investors at t = 0 and a promised gross interest rate, Z, made upon
completion of the project at t = 2. In our notation, bd0 corresponds to the demand for
credit in the primary market. If entrepreneurs cannot make the promised interest payments, investors can take all the firm’s proceeds, paying a monitoring cost equal to a
fraction μ of the value of assets. Then the t = 0 budget constraint for the entrepreneur is
given by k0 ≤ n0 + bd0 . For what follows, it is useful to define the entrepreneur’s leverage,
l0 , as the ratio of assets to (internal) equity k0 /n0 .
An entrepreneur is protected by limited liability, so her profits are always nonnegative. Thus, the entrepreneur’s expected profit in period t = 2 is given by
E0 max{0 Rk ωk0 − Zbd0 }. Limited liability implies that the entrepreneur will default
on the contract if the realization of ω is sufficiently low such that the payoff of the
long-term project is smaller than the promised payout: Rk ωk0 < Zbd0 . This condition defines a threshold productivity level, ω̄, such that the entrepreneur defaults when
ω < ω̄ = (Z/Rk )(l0 − 1)/ l0 . The productivity threshold measures the credit risk of the
financial contract, as it increases the firm’s probability of default. Note that the productivity threshold is increasing in the promised return Z and leverage l0 , and it is decreasing in the expected return Rk . Intuitively, as the entrepreneur makes a larger promise
or, alternatively, increases reliance on debt financing, she will need a higher realization
of the idiosyncratic productivity shock to break even. Conversely, as the expected return
increases, the entrepreneur will be able to honor her promised debt payments even with
smaller realizations of the productivity shock.
 ω̄
For notational convenience, we define G(ω̄) ≡ 0 ω dF(ω) and (ω̄) ≡ ω̄(1 −
F(ω̄)) + G(ω̄), which allows us to express the value of debt and equity as integrals
over the regions where there is default and there is not. The function G(ω̄) equals the
truncated expectation of entrepreneurs’ productivity given default. The function (ω̄)
equals the expected value of a random variable equal to ω if there is default (ω < ω̄)
and equal to ω̄ when there is not (ω ≥ ω̄). It follows that Rk k0 (ω̄) corresponds to
the expected transfers from entrepreneurs to investors. Then the firms’ objective—to
maximize expected consumption—can be expressed as 1/n0 E0 max{0 Rk ωk0 − Zbd0 } =
[1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 , i.e., the firm maximizes expected profits per unit of endowment.
Similarly, the expected gross hold-to-maturity return, Rb , can be expressed as a
function of leverage and risk as
Rb (l0  ω̄) =
=

1
bd0



∞
ω̄


Zbd0 dF(ω) + (1 − μ)



l0
Rk (ω̄) − μG(ω̄) 
l0 − 1

ω̄


Rk ωk0 dF(ω)

0

(1)
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Clearly Rb (l0  ω̄) is decreasing in l0 , as leverage dilutes lenders claim on the firm’s assets.
Moreover, in equilibrium it will be increasing in risk, ω̄, as detailed below.
We continue the presentation of the model, deriving the demand (and supply) of
credit in the primary market. Our motivation to proceed in this manner is that our existence proof is going to use a fixed point argument for the mapping that concatenates the
demand and inverse supply of credit. We show later that the maximum attainable utility
is proportional to the hold-to-maturity return, with a constant of proportionality that
is endogenous and depends on the level of secondary market liquidity. This allows us
to simplify the investors’ indifference condition into a required hold-to-maturity return
(6). Using this notation we can write down the firm’s problem of choosing the optimal
contract, which determines the demand for credit, as7


max 1 − (ω̄) Rk l0
l0 ω̄

such that Rb (l0  ω̄) = Rb 

(2)

where, in a slight abuse of notation, Rb denotes the hold-to-maturity return that agents
take as given in the primary market. This return in equilibrium reflects the compensation that investors require to hold a bond that is not perfectly liquid in the presence of
trade frictions. By contrast, Rb (l0  ω̄) denotes the hold-to-maturity return offered by the
firm for contract terms l0 and ω̄ as described by (1). To avoid confusion we make explicit
the dependence on the contract characteristics for the latter throughout this paper.
Note that the firm’s problem also defines the demand for credit in the primary market bd0 (Rb ) = (l0 (Rb ) − 1)n0 , which is, as we show below, a strictly decreasing function of
the expected hold-to-maturity return Rb . As is well established in the CSV literature, the
optimal financial contract takes the form of a debt contract. Therefore, we refer to these
contracts as bonds.
2.3 The OTC market and the supply of credit
At t = 0, ex ante identical investors are endowed with e0 units of the consumption good
and allocate their wealth across two assets: a storage technology, s0 , and financial contracts, bs0 , which correspond to the supply of credit in the primary market. Thus, their
budget constraint is given by s0 + bs0 = e0 , where s0  bs0 ≥ 0, i.e., borrowing at the storage
rate or short-selling bonds are not allowed.
The storage technology pays a fixed rate of return 1 + r at t = 1 in units of consumption. The proceeds of this investment, if not consumed, can be reinvested to earn an
additional return of 1 + r between periods 1 and 2. In this sense, storage is a liquid asset,
as it can be costlessly transformed into consumption at any point in time. In contrast,
bonds pay a hold-to-maturity return Rb and are illiquid due to trade frictions in the OTC
market.
7 Our

CSV problem may appear nonstandard, but it is not. To see this, consider that substituting the
break-even condition (6) into the firms’ problem (2) recovers the standard representation. We have chosen to present the problem this way for two reasons: (a) it facilitates proving existence and uniqueness
(Theorem 1), and (b) allows us to represent the equilibrium graphically (Figure 2).
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2.3.1 The OTC market The ex post heterogeneity introduced by the preference shock
generates potential gains from trade in the secondary market. Impatient investors want
to exchange illiquid long-term bonds for consumption (Assumption 3). Patient investors
are willing to take the other side of the trade if the return from buying bonds in the OTC
market is greater than the return on the storage technology.
To model the exchange in the OTC market, we consider that each investor represents
a large family of small traders, in the spirit of Shi (1997), Atkeson et al. (2015), or Bianchi
and Bigio (2014). In particular, each investor comprises a continuum of infinitesimal
traders, where each trader is restricted to trade only one bond. That is, traders’ portfolios
are restricted to one bond for sellers and q1 units of consumption for buyers, where q1
denotes the price of the bond determined by bargaining between patient and impatient
traders. Traders are paired up according to a matching technology. Impatient investors
send a mass of bs0 traders to sell their bonds in the OTC market. Patient investors send
a mass of (1 + r)s0 /q1 traders to buy bonds. This is akin to a situation where impatient
investors submit bs0 sell orders and patient investors submit (1 + r)s0 /q1 buy orders, so
for ease of exposition, we refer to this trading process as submitting orders.
Casting the model in terms of a family of small traders allows us to model the effect
of bond issuance on trading probabilities, while keeping the model tractable. In fact,
if we were to consider that the matching takes place at the investor level, then trading
probabilities would be determined by the likelihood of preference shocks and be independent of bond issuance in the primary market. However, this assumption would
eliminate the liquidity provision channel that we explore in this paper. A shortcoming
of our modeling approach using a family of small traders is that it does not provide a
complete microfoundation for the pricing mechanism and for the associated ex ante
problem of choosing how much assets and goods to bring to the OTC market. Instead,
we assume that buyers and sellers send quantities of assets and goods to the market that
are consistent with their expectations about the terms of trade.8
Suppose, in aggregate, there are A sell (or ask) orders and B buy orders. The matching function is assumed to be constant returns to scale, as long as the number of
matches does not exceed the number of orders on each side of the market. It is given
by m(A B) = min{A B νAα B1−α } with 0 < ν, a scaling constant, and 0 < α < 1, the elasticity of matches with respect to sell orders.
We define a concept of market liquidity through the ratio of buy orders to sell orders
θ = B/A. This notion of liquidity—defined by the ease with which trade takes place in
the OTC market—has different implications for traders on opposing sides of the market.
For example, when θ is large, a bond in the secondary market is relatively liquid; that
is, buy orders are abundant relative to sell orders so that it is relatively easy for sellers
to trade. But, at the same time, it is relatively hard to execute a buy order. Note that
our notion of liquidity is related to, but distinct from, the easiness to trade for all market participants, which is captured in our framework by the efficiency of the matching
technology ν. Increasing (decreasing) ν makes it easier (harder) for participants on both
sides of the market to trade in a symmetric fashion.
8 See Lagos and Wright (2005) and, more recently, Lebeau (forthcoming) for the problem of how many
goods to bring to trade in decentralized markets.
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Using the matching function, the probability that a sell order is executed is expressed
as f (θ) = m(1 θ), and the probability that a buy order is executed is expressed as p(θ) =
m(θ−1  1).
The fact that matches are bounded by the minimum number of orders defines two
liquidity thresholds, θ = min{ν 1/α  1} and θ = max{ν −1/(1−α)  1}. When market liquidity
is such that θ ≤ θ, all buy orders are executed; buyers trade with probability p(θ) = 1,
whereas sellers trade with probability f (θ) = θ. Alternatively, when θ ≥ θ, all sell orders
are executed; thus the probabilities are f (θ) = 1 and p(θ) = θ−1 . When liquidity is in
the interval [θ θ], matches are given by the constant returns to scale matching function,
and the probabilities are f (θ) = νθ1−α and p(θ) = νθ−α .
From the seller’s perspective, a trading match yields additional consumption from
the sale of the bond at price q1 . If the seller walks away from the match she will hold the
bond to maturity and receive an expected (discounted) payoff βRb in t = 2. Thus, the
impatient investor is willing to sell the bond to the patient investor in exchange for storage for any price above βRb . The surplus that accrues to an impatient investor is given
by S I (q1 ) = q1 − βRb . Similarly, the value of a trading match to a buyer is the present
value of the (discounted) payout of the bond, net of the price that needs to be paid for
each bond in the secondary market, S P (q1 ) = Rb /(1 + r) − q1 . The patient investor is
willing to pay up to Rb /(1 + r) for providing liquidity to the impatient investor.
We follow Duffie et al. (2005) and the subsequent literature on OTC markets in
assuming the price of the debt contract on the secondary market is determined by
Nash bargaining. The Nash price maximizes the product of the respective surpluses,
maxq1 (S I (q1 ))ψ (S P (q1 ))1−ψ , where ψ ∈ [0 1) is the bargaining power of impatient investors.
The solution yields the bond price in the secondary market:

q1 Rb =

ψ
+ (1 − ψ)β Rb 
1+r

(3)

From (3) it follows that the return patient investors make in the secondary market, per
executed buy order, is given by = Rb /q1 (Rb ) = (ψ/(1 + r) + (1 − ψ)β)−1 > 1 + r.
The price q1 depends on the hold-to-maturity return, Rb , which in equilibrium is
a function of contract terms, (l0  ω̄). Yet, the expected return in the secondary market,
, depends in equilibrium only on exogenous parameters that govern bargaining, ψ,
and those that pin down traders’ outside options, r and β. This is a consequence of the
outside options being linear in the expected bond return. It adds tractability, allowing
us to derive closed form analytical results.9
2.3.2 Investors’ portfolio choice and the supply of credit Utility maximization on the
part of investors can be summarized by an optimal portfolio allocation in the initial
9 See

Bianchi and Bigio (2014) for a model where multiple rounds of trade reintroduce the dependence
on market conditions of the price in the secondary market. See Mattesini and Nosal (2016) for a model
where renegotiation between investors and brokers introduces a dependence of market conditions on the
price in the secondary market.
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period. To describe this portfolio choice problem, it is useful to consider first the optimal behavior of impatient and patient investors when they arrive in period t = 1 with
a generic portfolio of storage and bonds (s0  bs0 ).
Impatient investors By Assumption 3, impatient investors want to consume immediately in period t = 1. They can consume the proceeds from the resources they put into
storage, s0 (1 + r), plus the additional proceeds from placing bs0 sell orders in the OTC
market. These orders are executed with probability f (θ) and each executed order yields
q1 units of consumption. Thus, the consumption of impatient investors in period 1 is
given by c1I = s0 (1 + r) + f (θ)q1 bs0 .
Alternatively, with probability 1 − f (θ), orders are not matched and impatient investors have to carry bonds into period 2. Therefore, consumption in the final period is
given by c2I = (1 − f (θ))Rb bs0 , with the utility derived from c2I discounted by β.
Patient investors Patient investors value consumption only in the final period and are
willing to place buy orders in the OTC market if there is a surplus to be made. The price
determination in the OTC market guarantees this is always the case (1 + r < ); thus,
patient investors would ideally like to exchange all of their consumption for bonds.
But the buy orders of patient investors will be executed only with probability p(θ).
That is, they place s0 (1 + r)/q1 buy orders, of which a fraction p(θ) are executed. So patient investors expect to increase their bond holding by p(θ)s0 (1 + r)/q1 units. It follows
that expected storage held at the end of t = 1, s1P , is equal to a fraction 1 − p(θ) of the
available liquid funds s0 (1 + r), i.e., s1P = (1 − p(θ))s0 (1 + r). Then consumption in the
final period is given by c2P = (1 − p(θ))s0 (1 + r)2 + [bs0 + p(θ)s0 (1 + r)/q1 ]Rb ; that is, the
payout from consumption that was stored and not traded away in the OTC market plus
the expected payout from bond holdings.
Investors’ portfolio choice In the initial period, investors solve a portfolio allocation
problem, taking the liquidity in the OTC market θ as given. They choose between storage and bonds to maximize their expected lifetime utility U = δ(c1I + βc2I ) + (1 − δ)c2P ,
subject to the period 0 budget constraint and the expected consumption of impatient
and patient investors presented above.
Using the expressions for optimal expected consumption, we can rewrite the expected lifetime utility as U = Us s0 + Ub bs0 , where Us and Ub denote the expected utility
from investing in storage and bonds in period 0, respectively, and are given by


(4)
Us (θ) = δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ) 1 − p(θ) (1 + r)2 + p(θ)(1 + r)
 b
Ub R  θ = ub (θ)Rb 
(5)
where ub (θ) ≡ δ[f (θ) −1 + (1 − f (θ))β] + (1 − δ) corresponds to the expected loss a bond
investor expects to incur relative to the hold-to-maturity bond return, with ub (θ) ≥ β.
That is, the expected utility of holding bonds in period 0 can be decomposed as the
product of the expected hold-to-maturity return on the bond, Rb , and the expected loss
owing to holding an illiquid bond, ub (θ). By contrast, the utility of holding storage in the
initial period depends only on market liquidity, through the probability that a buy order
is executed, p(θ).
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Using these definitions, we can express the asset demand correspondence that maximizes the investors portfolio problem as bs0 = e0 if Ub > Us , bs0 ∈ [0 e0 ] if Ub = Us , and
bs0 = 0 if Ub < Us , where s0 = e0 − bs0 in all cases. That is, if the expected utility of holding
bonds in period 0 is greater than the utility of holding storage in period 0, then investors
will demand only bonds in the initial period. On the contrary, if the expected utility of
holding bonds is smaller than that of holding storage, then investors will chose an initial
portfolio consisting only of the storage asset. Finally, if the expected benefits are equal,
investors will be indifferent between investing in storage and bonds initially, and their
demands will be an element of the set of feasible portfolio allocations, s0  bs0 ∈ [0 e0 ],
such that the total value of assets equals the initial endowment.
Given our assumptions, the expected utility from investing in storage, Us , is higher
than the expected utility in financial autarky, given by δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r)2 , owing to
the return of buying a bond in the secondary market, > 1 + r. Hence, the equilibrium
portfolio allocation will be interior, i.e., Us = Ub with s0  bs0 > 0. For future reference, we
label this condition the investors’ break-even condition:

Us (θ) = Ub Rb  θ = ub (θ)Rb 

(6)

The upshot of writing the investors’ break-even condition in this way is that, from the
perspective of a firm that takes the liquidity in the OTC markets as given, the breakeven condition amounts to ensuring that investors receive a hold-to-maturity return
that satisfies Rb = Us (θ)/ub (θ). Moreover, this condition describes the aggregate credit
supply, bs0 (Rb ). In fact, it is implicitly defined by Us (θ(bs0  Rb )) = ub (θ(bs0  Rb ))Rb , where
θ(bs0  Rb ) = (1 − δ)(e0 − bs0 )(1 + r) /(δbs0 Rb ). To be clear, our concept of aggregate credit
supply is not just the sum of the individual investors’ supply of credit, but is one where
the consistency of market liquidity is taken into account, i.e., θ is a function of (bs0  Rb ).
As shown below, aggregate credit supply is strictly increasing in the expected hold-tomaturity bond return.
2.4 Equilibrium
The equilibrium of the model is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Private equilibrium). We say that (bd0  ω̄ bs0  s0  Rb  θ q1 ) is a private
equilibrium if and only if the following statements hold:
(i) Given the outcome in the secondary market (θ q1 ), the financial contract is described by (l0 = bd0 /n0 + 1 ω̄) that maximizes entrepreneurs’ return on investment subject to investors’ break-even condition (6), with Rb satisfying (1).
(ii) Given the outcome in the primary and secondary market (Rb  θ q1 ), investors’
portfolios (bs0  s0 ) are optimal.
(iii) The credit market clears, i.e., bd0 = bs0 ≡ b0 .
(iv) Market liquidity corresponds to θ = (1 − δ)(1 + r)s0 /(q1 δbs0 ).
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(v) The equilibrium price q1 is determined via the surplus sharing rule (3).
(vi) All agents have rational expectations about q1 and θ.
Our strategy to find the equilibrium is as follows. First, note that in the unique interior equilibrium, the investors’ break-even condition (6), together with (1), implicitly
defines a function ω̄pe ≡ ω̄pe (l0 ), with
∂Rb (l0  ω̄)/∂l0
d ω̄pe
=− b

dl0
∂R (l0  ω̄)/∂ω̄

(7)

This implicit function is useful for expositional purposes because it helps us to more
easily characterize the inefficiencies in the model. For this reason, we introduce the
superscript pe to denote this implicit function in the private equilibrium.
Substituting ω̄pe into the Lagrangian of the firm’s problem, we get Lpe (l0 ) = [1 −
(ω̄pe )]Rk l0 . Then at the optimum,




d ω̄pe

1 −  ω̄pe =  ω̄pe l0
dl0

(8)

That is, the entrepreneur’s privately optimal choice of leverage trades off the marginal
increase in profits that comes from increasing leverage against the cost of having to compensate investors for the additional risk that comes with providing that leverage.
Next, (8) together with the investor break-even condition (which defined the implicit
function ω̄pe ), as well as the other equilibrium conditions, jointly characterize the optimal financial contract (l0  ω̄). In particular, using these equilibrium conditions, we can
write market liquidity as

(1 − δ)s0 (1 + r) (1 − δ)(1 + r) e0 − n0 (l0 − 1)
=

(9)
θ=
δb0 q1
δn0 (l0 − 1)Rb (l0  ω̄)
where we have substituted the equilibrium price, q1 , and the credit market clearing condition.
The following theorem establishes the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium in
our model.
Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness of private equilibrium). Under the maintained
assumptions, there exists a unique private equilibrium of the model. Furthermore, in the
unique equilibrium, credit is not rationed.10
The proof uses a fixed-point argument on a mapping that concatenates the demand
for credit with the inverse supply of credit, imposing the other equilibrium conditions.
Thus, a fixed point of this mapping is an equilibrium of the model. The proof proceeds
10 In

a credit rationed equilibrium, the firm leverage is pinned down by the maximum amount of credit
investors are willing to provide, i.e., the relationship between leverage, risk, and hold-to-maturity return
breaks down. With a fixed bond issuance, there will be no scope for the portfolio composition of investors
to affect secondary market liquidity.
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in three steps. The first step shows that the optimal financial contract defines a credit
demand function, i.e., each offered return yields a unique demand for credit or level
of bond issuance by firms. This step derives results that are similar to results found in
the CSV literature. The second step shows that the aforementioned mapping is continuous and maps the interval of expected returns [(1 + r)2  Rk ] on itself, thus having a
fixed point and establishing the existence of equilibrium. These derivations generalize
previous results to the case when financial contracts are retraded in OTC markets, and
they show that the aggregate credit demand is strictly decreasing in bonds’ expected returns. Finally, the third step establishes that multiple equilibria do not arise due to the
retrading in the OTC market. We establish uniqueness by showing that when the matching function exhibits constant returns to scale, the aforementioned mapping is strictly
decreasing. That is, when the expected return offered by firms declines, the borrowing
by firms increases, which lowers market liquidity and increases the expected hold-tomaturity return required by investors. The last result suggests that aggregate credit supply is upward sloping. In fact, the proof of Theorem 1 allows us to establish the following
results.
Corollary 1 (The optimal financial contract and the demand for credit). The optimal
leverage l0 and risk ω̄ of the financial contract are strictly decreasing in the expected holdto-maturity return Rb . That is, the demand for credit bd0 (Rb ) is strictly decreasing.
In addition, we can establish that, in the relevant part of the parameter space, the
aggregate supply of credit is strictly increasing in the expected hold-to-maturity return.
Proposition 1 (Aggregate credit supply elasticity). The aggregate credit supply, bs (Rb ),
has a finite and strictly positive interest rate elasticity.
Proposition 1 characterizes the role of secondary market liquidity on the aggregate
supply of credit in the primary market for bonds. As the expected hold-to-maturity bond
return increases, for investors to be indifferent between illiquid bonds and liquid storage, market liquidity needs to drop so the return on storage increases and the expected
loss from holding illiquid bonds increases. Market liquidity drops only if investors’ portfolios become more illiquid, which is the case when investors’ bond holdings increase;
that is to say, that the supply of credit increases. Note that in our model, where individual investors—who are risk neutral—supply credit totally elastically, the interaction of
trade frictions and investors’ limited liquid resources generates an increasing aggregate
supply of credit.
The previous results are useful to analyze the model through the aggregate demand
and supply for credit, i.e., the demand of credit by firms from investors and investors’
supply of credit to firms in the primary bond market, depicted in Figure 2. This representation can be used to contrast our model with previous work. In the CSV literature, it
is typically the case that aggregate credit supply is perfectly elastic at the expected rate of
return of risky debt, e.g., Bernanke et al. (1999). In the context of our model, when search
frictions in the OTC market are irrelevant, the expected return on debt equals (1 + r)2 ,
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Figure 2. Aggregate demand and supply of credit in the primary market.

depicted by the dashed line in Figure 2. Recall that the expected return in the classic
CSV literature, as in our paper, is different from the promised return, Z. In practice,
bond promised returns, or yields, are composed of default and liquidity premia. Below,
we provide an analytical characterization of these premia in our model. In terms of this
characterization, the classic CSV literature corresponds to the case where there is no liquidity premium. In other models of OTC trade with search frictions, such as Duffie et al.
(2005), where the trading probabilities and market liquidity are functions of exogenous
parameters, the aggregate credit supply will be totally elastic at some rate Rb > (1 + r)2
and Rb < Rk .
3. Characterization of liquidity and default premia
It is useful to define a benchmark interest rate that is the return on a two-period bond
that could be traded in a perfectly liquid secondary market. In the absence of arbitrage,
such a contract needs to deliver the same return in expectation as a strategy of investing
only in storage in both the initial and interim periods, i.e., δR /(1 + r) + (1 − δ)R =
δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r)2 . This gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 2 (Liquid two-period rate). The liquid two-period rate is defined as the
gross interest rate on a perfectly liquid two-period bond R ≡ (1 + r)2 .
The benchmark rate allows us to decompose the total gross return on the financial
contract written by the firm into a default and a liquidity premium. To do this, express
the total bond premium as the gross return of the firm’s contract relative to the liquid
two-period rate, t ≡ Z/R . Then this total premium is decomposed into a component
owing to default risk, Z/Rb , and a component owing to liquidity risk, Rb /R . With this
decomposition, we have the following definitions for the default and liquidity premia,
respectively.
Definition 3 (Default and liquidity premia). The bond default premium d and the
bond liquidity premium  are given by d ≡ Z/Rb and  ≡ Rb /R .
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Consequently, the total bond premium is t = d  . These definitions provide
sharp characterizations of both the default and the liquidity premia, which are convenient to help trace out the underlying economic mechanisms in our model.
From the definition of the default premium, we have that
d (ω̄) =

ω̄

(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)

(10)

It follows that in our model, as in the classic CSV model, the default premium is an increasing function of credit risk ω̄, as formalized in the next proposition.
Proposition 2 (Credit risk and the default premium). Under the maintained assumptions, the default premium d (ω̄) is a strictly increasing function of credit risk ω̄.
Intuitively, investors demand a higher default premium for financial contracts that
are more likely to default (i.e., contracts that are more risky or specify a higher productivity threshold ω̄ for paying out the full promised value). The more subtle part of the
argument is that leverage does not directly affect the default premium, as is the case in
the classic CSV model, though leverage and risk are jointly determined in equilibrium.
This is due to the fact that, for a fixed threshold productivity, ω̄, leverage affects both the
face value of the contract, Z, and the hold-to-maturity return for investors, Rb , in the
same way (10).
Moreover, from the definition of the liquidity premium and the investors’ break-even
condition (6), we have that
 (θ) =

Us (θ)
(1 + r)2 ub (θ)



(11)

The liquidity premium is the spread between the bond hold-to-maturity return, which
is given by the ratio between the expected utility from liquidity provision Us (θ) and the
product of the expected utility loss due to bond illiquidity ub (θ), and the liquid twoperiod return (1 + r)2 . Equation (11) provides an analytical characterization of the relationship between the liquidity premium and secondary market liquidity θ. This relationship is characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Secondary market liquidity and the liquidity premium). The liquidity premium,  or, equivalently, the hold-to-maturity return, Rb , is a decreasing function of
secondary market liquidity, θ. Moreover, the elasticity of the liquidity premium,  , with
respect to secondary market liquidity, θ, is lower than 1 in absolute value.
Lemma 1 formalizes the intuition that the price of liquidity risk is inversely proportional to the amount of liquidity in secondary OTC markets. It also plays a key role in
our analysis because it establishes an important link between liquidity in the secondary
market and debt issuance in the primary market.
To understand this link, consider that when secondary market liquidity is low, sell
orders are more difficult to execute (f (θ) is low), implying that impatient investors expect a higher utility loss from holding illiquid bonds (ub (θ) is low). By the same token,
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buy orders are easier to execute (p(θ) is high), implying that patient investors expect
a higher utility benefit from holding storage to provide liquidity in the secondary market (Us (θ) is high). Both imply that investors require a higher premium to hold illiquid
bonds over liquid storage,  (θ).
This relationship is at the heart of the liquidity premium channel because it describes how secondary market liquidity, θ, affects liquidity premia, which, in turn, feeds
back into the equilibrium in the primary credit market (b0  Rb ). In particular, our model
shows in a very tractable way how the liquidity premium shapes credit terms in the primary market as summarized by Rb , and it affects the demand for credit bd0 .
At the same time, the equilibrium in the credit market (b0  Rb ) also influences secondary market liquidity, θ, through the composition of investors’ portfolios. If the firm’s
demand for credit declines, in equilibrium investors will shift their portfolio composition away from illiquid bonds and into liquid storage. In this sense, supplying fewer
bonds in equilibrium crowds in secondary market liquidity. We call this the liquidity
provision channel because it describes how the equilibrium in the primary credit market (b0  Rb ) feeds into secondary market liquidity θ. Indeed, (9) characterizes how θ is a
function of the volume and expected return of bonds in the credit market (b0  Rb ). The
liquidity provision channel is novel to the literature that analyzes financial markets with
trade frictions.
The liquidity premium channel and the liquidity provision channel work to offset
one another to determine the joint equilibrium of the primary and secondary credit
markets. In the uniqueness proof, we establish that the liquidity premium channel dominates, while the liquidity provision channel acts as an automatic stabilizer such that an
improvement or a deterioration in market liquidity cannot perpetually increase or decrease bond issuance.
The analytical tractability of our model has additional advantages. One is that it
allows us to describe the outcomes when trade frictions become irrelevant. When liquidity considerations are absent (i.e., the liquidity premium is such that  = 1), the
hold-to-maturity return and liquid two-period rate are equal. In this special case, which
we have ruled out with our assumptions, our model collapses to the classic CSV model
in which the supply of credit is perfectly elastic at the expected return of debt, as represented by the dashed line in Figure 2. In addition, in this case the relationship between
the primary and secondary markets breaks down. Another advantage of the analytic
tractability is that it facilitates the analysis of comparative statics. We take advantage of
this later in the paper in Section 6 to describe the effects of quantitative easing policies.
4. Efficient liquidity provision in OTC markets
We consider a planner who maximizes the utility of entrepreneurs and investors, and is
constrained by the search frictions and the structure of trade in the OTC market. For expositional convenience, and without loss of generality, we consider the planner’s Pareto
problem, as opposed to a linear social welfare function with weights for each type of
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agent.11 This formulation of the planner’s problem delivers constrained efficient allocations and more easily compares to the private equilibrium problem studied in Section 3.
In particular, the planner maximizes the utility of the firm under the consideration that
investors are not worse-off compared to the private equilibrium. In other words, the
social planner chooses the optimal contract to maximize expected consumption (profits) of the firm while internalizing how the contract choice impacts secondary market
liquidity.
To formalize the planner’s problem, let (l0  ω̄ θ q1 ) denote the socially efficient outcomes and let (l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗  q1∗ ) denote the private equilibrium described in Section 3. After substituting in (3) for the price in the OTC market where appropriate, the planner’s
problem can be written as maxω̄l0 θ [1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 , subject to (9), and

U(l0  ω̄ θ) ≥ U l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗ 

(12)

Condition (12) says that the planner cannot choose equilibrium allocations that result in lower expected utility for investors compared to the private equilibrium, i.e., it
forces the planner to optimize along the investors’ indifference curves. Moreover, we
have imposed the pricing equation (3) as a restriction in the planner’s problem to focus on interventions in the initial period similar to the normative analysis of financial
markets as in Allen and Gale (2004) or Lorenzoni (2008).
The social planning problem differs from the private equilibrium in two respects.
First, the planner does not need to respect the investors’ break-even condition (6), but
cannot make investors worse off, i.e., he needs to satisfy (12). Second, whereas both investors and firms take liquidity as given in solving for the private equilibrium, the planner internalizes how allocations in the initial period affect liquidity in the secondary
market by explicitly considering (9) as a constraint. We restrict attention to the more
interesting case where θ ∈ (θ θ), so trading probabilities depend on the matching function.
Our strategy for finding the constrained efficient equilibrium follows closely the approach outlined in Section 2.4 for solving the private equilibrium. The Pareto improvement condition (12) implicitly defines a function ω̄sp ≡ ω̄sp (l0 ), with


b0 ub ∂Rb /∂l0 + (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂l0 ) + n0 ub Rb − Us
d ω̄sp
=−


dl0
b0 ub ∂Rb /∂ω̄ + (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄)

(13)

We introduce superscript sp to denote this implicit function in the social planner’s problem.
11 Alternatively, one could consider a utilitarian social planner who maximizes a linear social welfare
function under some (exogenously chosen) weights assigned to firm’s and investors’ welfare. The solution
to these utilitarian problems can be easily characterized conditional on the social welfare weights. Moreover, the welfare weights could be bounded to ensure Pareto optimality. Our formulation yields the solution
of the utilitarian problem when the relative weight between investors and the firm is equal to the Lagrange
multiplier on the constraint that investors’ welfare is at least as high as in the private equilibrium (12).
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Substituting ω̄sp along with (9) into the Lagrangian of the planner’s problem, we get,
sp
k
0 ) = [1 − (ω̄ )]R l0 . Then, at the optimum,

Lsp (l






d ω̄sp

1 −  ω̄sp =  ω̄sp l0
dl0

(14)

Equation (14), together with the constraint on investors total expected utility (12),
describes the socially optimal debt contract. Note that (14) takes a similar form as its
counterpart in the private equilibrium, given by (8). In other words, the social optimum
also trades off the marginal gain from increasing the firm’s leverage against the marginal
cost required to compensate investors for providing that leverage.
We are ready to establish the generic inefficiency of the private provision of liquidity.12
Proposition 3 (Generic constrained ineﬃciency of liquidity provision). Consider a
planner who designs an optimal financial contract, as described by (12), (14), (3), and
(9). Given the parameters (α ψ r) belonging to a generic set P , the planner will set a level
of secondary market liquidity that is different from the private equilibrium. That is, the
private equilibrium is generically constrained inefficient.
The proof is relegated to the Appendix, but it is instructive to outline the main steps
to gain intuition about the source of the inefficiency. Comparing (8) and (14), it follows
that the private equilibrium is constrained efficient if ∂ω̄pe /∂l0 = ∂ω̄sp /∂l0 . That is, the
investors’ break-even condition and the Pareto improvement constraint need to impose
the same trade-off between leverage and risk. Comparing (7) and (13), it follows that
efficiency obtains under two conditions: first, when investors are indifferent to providing liquidity or credit in the initial period, i.e., ub Rb = Us , as was the case in the interior equilibrium studied in Section 3; second, when changes to market liquidity do not
change investors’ expected utility, i.e., ∂U/∂θ = 0. Hence, ∂U/∂θ = 0 is the key condition
for constrained efficiency, and as we characterize in the proof, this is equivalent to
Rb − q1 (1 + r)
b

q1 − βR

=

1−α
α

⇔

ψ=

α(1 + r)

1 + αr

(15)

The generic inefficiency follows from the observation that the set of parameters that
satisfies (15) is of measure 0.
The source of the inefficiency in our model stems from a congestion externality in
the OTC market. To see this, note that (15) specifies that the ratio of gains for patient
and impatient investors of an additional executed trade equals the ratio of the elasticities of the matching function with respect to a sell and a buy order. In fact, the latter is
given by (1 − α)/α = |f  (θ)θ/f (θ)|/|p (θ)θ/p(θ)|. Note that [Rb − q1 (1 + r)]/[q1 − βRb ] =
(1 + r)S P (q1 )/S I (q1 ) is the ratio of the respective social surpluses for patient and impatient investors from executing a trade. It is important to make two observations. First,
12 See also Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1986) for a general characterization of constrained inefficiency.
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note that the social gain for patient investors is the private surplus from an executed
trade, S P (q1 ), times the discounted utility of investing in storage 1 + r.13 This reflects
that patient investors consume in the final period after accruing at least the return on
storage, 1 + r. Second, when r = 0, (15) reduces to ψ = α, the Hosios (1990) condition. In
light of these, we call (15) the intertemporal Hosios condition.
While the inefficiency stems from a congestion externality, the fact that firms’ borrowing behavior affects their cost of debt via the liquidity provision and liquidity premium channels implies that our model also exhibits a pecuniary externality. To see this,
consider the problem of a firm that internalizes the effect of its contract terms on the
liquidity premium  (θ). This firm will choose lower leverage, which will implement
a higher market liquidity through the liquidity provision channel.14 A higher level of
market liquidity will only make investors better off when ∂U/∂θ > 0. So, in general, the
fact that firms internalize their effect on secondary market liquidity will not necessarily
deliver an efficient outcome.
As is well understood in models with search and matching frictions, congestion externalities can typically be corrected through price posting and directed search (see, for
example, Moen 1997 or Wright et al. forthcoming). Moreover, Lester et al. (2015) argue that this type of price transparency implements efficient outcomes in OTC markets.
Thus, next we examine whether price transparency, as implemented by price posting
with directed search, can address the core inefficiency in our model.
Consider the problem of a trader selling a bond. Following Moen (1997), she wants
to maximize her trade surplus, while providing an incentive for buyers to participate.
Suppose, traders buying can, in expectation, obtain a payoff U s1 . Then we can write
down the directed search problem as

max f (θ) q1 − βRb
q1 θ

subject to

U s1 ≤ p(θ)

Rb
− q1 
1+r

(16)

From the constraint in problem (16), we can solve for the price as a function of market
liquidity q1 (θ) = [Rb /(1 + r) − U s1 /p(θ)]. We can then substitute this expression for
q1 (θ) into the objective of a trader selling a bond and obtain the optimality condition
Rb /(1 + r) − q1
b

q1 − βR

=

1−α

α

(17)

We can solve (17) for q1 and compare the resulting expression to the price obtained
under Nash bargaining, given by (3). Doing so reveals that the two are equal as long
13 Recall that we normalize the discount factor of patient investors to 1, so (1 + r) should be interpreted as
the rate of return on storage net of the intertemporal discount of future consumption by patient investors.
14 Consider a firm that is constrained by the investors’ break-even condition, but internalizes how her
choices affect secondary market liquidity, i.e., maxl0 ω̄ [1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 subject to Rb (l0  ω̄) = (θ(l0  ω̄))(1 +
r)2 . Note that the constraint to this problem implicitly defines a function ω̄F ≡ ω̄F (l0 ) with d ω̄F /dl0 =
−(∂Rb /∂l0 −  (θ)(∂θ/∂l0 )(1 + r)2 )/(∂Rb /∂ω̄ −  (θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄)(1 + r)2 ). Using this, it is possible to establish
that d ω̄F /dl0 > d ω̄pe /dl0 , implying that this firm will choose a lower leverage compared to the private equilibrium. Furthermore, d ω̄F /dl0 = d ω̄sp /dl0 given by (13), i.e., a firm that internalizes the liquidity premium
will not choose the constrained efficient allocation.
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as the classic Hosios condition, ψ = α, is satisfied for the bargaining problem. Accordingly, because r > 0, the equilibrium under price posting is inefficient. Hence, additional
interventions are needed to implement the planner’s solution (see Section 5).
The intuition is that r > 0 drives a wedge between the private and social valuation
of the trade surplus. The solution to the price posting problem—or, equivalently, the
bargaining problem under the classic Hosios condition—is the one that maximizes the
total size of the private surplus, determined by the investors’ willingness to pay in OTC
exchange. In contrast, the social surpluses are determined by investors’ discounted lifetime utility. This distinction opens a wedge between the private and social valuation of
the trade surplus because the return on storage net of the rate of preference of patient
investors is positive, r > 0. In this case, patient agents stand to gain additional utility by
waiting to consume in the final period. In fact, the social surplus is given by the product
of the discounted return on storage (1 + r) and the private surplus S P . From the perspective of the optimal posted price, the additional utility of patient investors is immaterial,
as it amounts to a linear transformation of utility.15 By contrast, from the perspective of
the planner, this additional utility matters because patient investors will stand to gain a
surplus that is greater by a factor of (1 + r). The planner understands this and, relative
to the privately optimal allocation, implements a higher price so as to redistribute some
surplus toward impatient investors. In fact, the efficient value of ψ in our intertemporal
Hosios condition is larger than the value that obtains in the classic Hosios condition because α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) > α for r > 0. This distinction between private and social trade
surplus arises naturally in the study of liquidity provision.16
Before we continue, note that our results do not rule out that price posting can
lead to a Pareto improvement relative to the private equilibrium with bargaining. Instead, our results establish that even under price posting, a Pareto improvement can be
achieved when r > 0.
The intertemporal Hosios condition allows us to provide a complete characterization of the under- or overprovision of liquidity in our model, as stated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4 (Under- and overprovision of liquidity). If ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), liquidity is underprovided and the planner chooses θ > θ∗ , l0 < l0∗ , and ω̄ < ω̄∗ . The opposite
is true if ψ < α(1 + r)/(1 + αr). Finally, if ψ = α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), liquidity is efficiently
provided and equilibrium is constrained efficient, i.e., (l0  ω̄ θ) = (l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗ ).
≤ p(θ)(Rb /(1 + r) −
q1 ) to Ũs1
− q1 (1 + r)) in the directed search problem (16) does not change the conclusion that
(17) characterizes the solution.
16 Another approach to shed light on the distinction between the efficient provision of liquidity and directed search in the OTC market is to consider the problem of a date 1 planner, who chooses market liquidity, takes the decisions in the primary market as given, and is constrained by the search frictions and
the structure of trade in the secondary market. Let Us1 = p(θ)Rb + (1 − p(θ))(1 + r)q1 be the expected
utility per buy order for a patient investor and let Ub1 = f (θ)q1 + (1 − f (θ))βRb be the expected utility per
bond for an impatient investor. It is straightforward to show the solution to maxθ BUs1 + AUb1 yields our
intertemporal Hosios condition. In contrast, the solution to maxθ BUs1 /(1 + r) + AUb1 yields the classic
Hosios condition.
15 In fact, note that changing the definition of the surplus of patient traders from U

≤ p(θ)(Rb

s1
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The planner internalizes the congestion externality and exploits it to increase the
profitability of firms without harming investors. Proposition 4 tells us that the ability
to do so depends on the parameters (α r ψ). Specifically, it depends on the value of
the bargaining power of impatient investors, ψ, relative to what is prescribed by the intertemporal Hosios condition (15).
For example, consider the case when the bargaining power of impatient investors
is sufficiently large such that ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr). Increasing market liquidity makes
investors ex ante better off relative to the private equilibrium, i.e., ∂U/∂θ > 0. Higher
liquidity generates ex ante welfare gains for impatient investors because it is easier to
sell unwanted bonds in the secondary market. At the same time, patient investors suffer
as it becomes more difficult to earn a higher return by purchasing bonds at a discounted
price. Provided the bargaining power of impatient investors ψ is sufficiently large, it
will be the case that the gains for impatient investors outweigh the losses for patient
investors, so ∂U/∂θ > 0.
A social planner who understands this would like to rewrite the terms of the debt
contract offered by the firm in the private equilibrium in a way that reduces both primary bond issuance, l0 < l0∗ , and funding costs, ω̄ < ω̄∗ . Restricting bond issuance alters the composition of investors’ portfolios in a way that generates higher liquidity in
the secondary market and, hence, higher ex ante welfare for investors. The planner
redistributes these welfare gains back to firms in the form of higher profits. Despite
the fact that the firm is forced to operate at a smaller scale (owing to lower bond issuance), it is able to retain a larger share of profits in expectation through a reduction
in financing costs. Financing costs are lower owing to both reduced risk of the financial contract—hence, the default premium is lower—as well as higher liquidity in the
secondary market—hence, the liquidity premium is lower. In other words, higher secondary market liquidity increases funding liquidity in the primary market via a reduction in the liquidity premium and, thus, in the total bond premium.
The opposite intuition applies when the bargaining power of impatient investors is
sufficiently small such that ψ < α(1 + r)/(1 + αr). In this case, liquidity is overprovided in
the private equilibrium and the planner would like to correct this by increasing primary
bond issuance. The resulting welfare gain to patient investors (who find it easier to trade
in the secondary market) outweighs the losses to impatient investors (who find trading
more difficult) such that investors in the initial period are better off, i.e., ∂U/∂θ < 0. As
above, the planner redistributes these welfare gains back to the firm through the contract terms, as bond issuance and financing costs are both higher relative to the private
equilibrium, l0 > l0∗ and ω̄ > ω̄∗ . In this case, firm profits rise because the increased
scope of the firm more than offsets the higher financing costs, as both the default and
the liquidity premiums increase.
Regardless of the direction of the inefficiency, a general intuition is that in both cases
the planner exploits the congestion externality to create additional surplus for investors
that is then redistributed back to firms. In the knife-edge case, where the bargaining
power of impatient investors coincides with our intertemporal Hosios condition, ψ =
α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), the planner cannot exploit the congestion externality and the private
equilibrium allocation is constrained efficient.
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Finally, these efficiency results were derived under the assumption of a constant
returns to scale matching function. While this assumption was motivated by analytic
tractability, we note that the congestion externality is likely to generalize to equilibria
under an increasing returns matching function. (See Section 8.3 of the survey by Rogerson et al. 2005 in the context of search and matching frictions in the labor market.)
5. Optimal liquidity regulation
We analyze the optimal liquidity regulation under the assumption that the planner has
access to a complete set of tax instruments. Specifically, we introduce a proportional tax
on storage and leverage in period 0, denoted τs and τl , and lump-sum transfers to firms
and investors, T l and T s . Negative taxes correspond to subsidies.
With these instruments, the objective of firms and investors becomes [1 −
(ω̄)]Rk l0 − τl l0 + T l and U = b0 Ub + s0 Us (1 − τs ) + T s , respectively. Lump-sum transfers
are introduced to offset the income effect from distortionary taxation on each group of
agents. Thus, in equilibrium, T l = τl l0 and T s = τs s0 Us . In this case, as in the private
equilibrium, the relevant constraint faced by firms corresponds to the investors’ breakeven condition. However, when private liquidity is regulated, this constraint is distorted
by the tax on storage, Us (1 − τs ) = ub Rb .
Proposition 5 characterizes the optimal regulation of liquidity provision.
Proposition 5 (Optimal liquidity regulation). The planner’s solution can be implemented by levying distortionary taxes on the portfolio allocation decision of investors and
the financing decision of firms, with the optimal taxes on storage, τs , and leverage, τl ,
given by

 sp

Us θ∗
e0
d ω̄ (l0 ) d ω̄pe (l0 )
s
1−

(18)
and τl =  (ω̄)Rk l0
τ =
−
b0
Us (θ)
dl0
dl0
When liquidity is undersupplied, i.e., ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), it is optimal to tax leverage
(τl > 0) and subsidize storage (τs < 0); the opposite is true when liquidity is oversupplied.
When liquidity is efficient, i.e., ψ = α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), the optimal τl = τs = 0.
The role of the tax on storage is to make investors internalize the effect of their portfolio decisions on market liquidity. Doing so, requires introducing a wedge in the investors’ break-even condition (6), so investors’ are no longer indifferent to providing
credit and liquidity, i.e., Ub = Us . The lump-sum transfer to investors ensures they are
not made better or worse off. The role of the tax on leverage is to make the firm internalize the effect of its borrowing on its financing cost.
Using the insights from Proposition 4 above, the statement in Proposition 5 is intuitive. For example, when ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), the planner wants to implement higher
liquidity relative to the private equilibrium, θ > θ∗ . Accordingly, the optimal regulation
needs to be designed in a way that results in investors holding a more liquid portfolio
and firms issuing fewer bonds in the primary market. This can be achieved through a
tax on leverage, τl > 0, and a storage subsidy, τs < 0.
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6. Optimal public liquidity management
We now examine how the optimal management of public liquidity can alleviate trading frictions and improve economic efficiency beyond what can be achieved by liquidity
regulation, as studied in the previous section. Our model features a portfolio rebalancing mechanism where the OTC search frictions endogenize the costs of portfolio adjustment. Any public policy that alters the aggregate liquidity of private portfolios will affect
the relative compensation investors require to purchase illiquid assets, i.e., the liquidity premium. Changes in the liquidity premium, in turn, influence savings and investment decisions in the real economy. In practice, important policies that have altered
the aggregate liquidity of private portfolios are quantitative easing or large scale asset
purchases, as the ones implemented during the Great Recession in the United States,
Europe, and Japan.
To model quantitative policies, we make two assumptions. First, there is a central bank (CB) that purchases firms’ financial contracts but is not subject to liquiditypreference shocks. This creates a technological advantage for the planner relative to private agents, so it should not be surprising that a CB might be able to improve upon the
constrained efficient outcome. However, our analysis does provide new insights about
the optimal design of quantitative policies. Second, assets purchased by the CB are less
liquid relative to reserves, i.e., the liabilities issued to finance these assets. This could be
viewed as a strong assumption for the Federal Reserve QE program, which was limited
to U.S. Treasuries and agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS). Nonetheless, the evidence suggests that these assets become less liquid as they are retraded in secondary
markets.17 This assumption is less of a concern when considering QE programs in other
jurisdictions, like Europe or Japan, where central banks have purchased nongovernment
guaranteed assets, perceived as less liquid than central bank reserves.
6.1 The central bank and quantitative policies
We model quantitative policies through direct purchases and sales by the CB of longterm illiquid assets (the financial contracts issued by firms and that are retraded by investors in OTC markets). These purchases are financed by the issuance of short-term
liquid liabilities, referred to as reserves. Alternatively, asset sales are used to redeem existing reserves and reduce the size of the CB’s balance sheet. This seems a reasonable
approximation of the policies implemented by the Federal Reserve during the Great Recession, where lending facilities and asset purchases were financed primarily with redeemable liabilities in the form of reserves (see Carpenter et al. 2015).
At the beginning of the initial period, the CB credibly commits to purchase a quantity b̄0 of bonds from investors and hold them to maturity.18 These bond purchases are
17 Vayanos and Weill (2008) argue that the off-the-run phenomenon can be explained by trade frictions
in U.S. Treasury markets. Vickery and Wright (2013) describe the TBA (to be announced) market and the
the market for “specified pool” agency MBS as OTC markets.
18 Note that the CB buys bonds at face value. This implies that the effect of QE does not rely on the
purchase of bonds at distressed values. In addition, if the CB purchases bonds at a discount, it will increase
the expected return on asset purchases and relax its no loss constraint.
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financed through the issuance of s̄0 units of reserves that pay interest r̄. In the interest of
space, we focus on the case of QE, but the model does lend itself to the analysis of quantitative tightening (QT), endowing the CB with some initial holdings of illiquid bonds
and investors with reserves balances in period 0. In our model, reserves offer the same
liquidity as storage from the point of view of investors; thus, in an equilibrium where investors hold reserves, r̄ ≥ r. The CB waits for the primary debt market to clear and then
meets with investors to exchange reserves for bonds. The QE operation is conducted in
a frictionless market that meets after bonds have been issued but before the OTC market
opens. That is, we have abstracted from trade frictions between the CB and investors,
as in practice the Federal Reserve announces in advance its intention to buy bonds and
has readily available trading counterparties. Investors can freely trade reserves for consumption with the CB at any point.19 We also assume that the CB allocates reserves
evenly across investors who demand them.
We make two additional assumptions, which, as discussed below, will prevent the
CB from disintermediating the OTC market. First, we preclude the CB from injecting
real resources into the economy. For that, we assume that the CB can only finance its
operations with the proceeds from issuing reserves and the payout from its illiquid investments. Thus, in the initial period, the CB budget constraint is simply b̄0 = s̄0 . So
as to keep its bond holdings, the CB needs to roll over its outstanding reserves and pay
interest on them in period 1. The CB will have to borrow an amount equal to (1 + r̄)s̄0 .
Finally, in period 2, the CB receives the debt payout from the financial contract and expends (1 + r̄)2 s̄0 in interest and principal on outstanding reserves. The period 2 budget
constraint imposes a no loss constraint on the CB, i.e., the total payment on reserve
balances cannot exceed the hold-to-maturity return to the CB.
Second, we assume that the CB is at a disadvantage relative to the private sector in monitoring investment projects. It thus needs to pay a higher monitoring cost
relative to investors, denoted by μ̄ > μ. This implies the CB expects to receive R̄b b̄0
for its bond holdings, with R̄b (l0  ω̄) = l0 /(l0 − 1)Rk [(ω̄) − μ̄G(ω̄)]. Let L(l0  ω̄) =
l0 /(l0 − 1)Rk G(ω̄)(μ̄ − μ) denote the additional expected monitoring costs paid by the
CB relative to private investors. Using these, we can express the CB no loss constraint as
(1 + r̄)2 + L(l0  ω̄) ≤ Rb (l0  ω̄)

⇔

1 + L(l0  ω̄)/(1 + r)2 ≤  (θ)

(19)

That is, the interest paid on reserves and the additional expected monitoring costs cannot exceed the private hold-to-maturity return. In other words, the liquidity premium
needs to be higher than the anticipated additional monitoring costs in present value.
Because we have abstracted from aggregate risk, a pool of firms’ contracts will have no
credit risk, and constraint (19) guarantees that the central bank never suffers ex post
losses.
19 This is isomorphic to a model in which trade in the Fed Funds market is frictionless.

Another literature
studies frictional trade in the Fed Funds market; see, for example, Afonso and Lagos (2015) or Bianchi and
Bigio (2014).
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6.2 Quantitative policies and portfolio rebalancing
This section presents a positive analysis of quantitative policies. As we show, these policies operate through a portfolio rebalancing mechanism as in Tobin (1969). As the CB
purchases illiquid assets, the risk premium on these assets declines, which in turn influences real investment decisions. Contrary to much of the literature, adjustment costs in
our model are determined endogenously through the search frictions in the OTC market.
The optimal financial contract As in the previous sections, we consider that firms
choose the terms of the optimal contract in the private equilibrium. We follow the preceding analysis by writing the relevant constraint imposed by investors on firms as a
required hold-to-maturity return, Rb (l0  ω̄).
The OTC market In period 0 investors allocate their wealth across two assets: the storage technology and bonds. So the budget constraint at t = 0 is given by s0 + bs0 = e0 , with
s0  bs0 ≥ 0. Subsequently, investors exchange b̄0 bonds for s̄0 reserves with the central
bank. Following the approach of Section 2, we consider the optimal behavior of impatient and patient investors in t = 1 when they arrive with a generic portfolio of storage,
reserves, and bonds (s0  s̄0  bs0 − b̄0 ).
Impatient investors By Assumption 3, impatient investors want to consume all their
wealth at t = 1. They can consume the payout of their liquid assets: (1 + r)s0 + (1 + r̄)s̄0 .
In addition, they can consume the proceeds from their sell orders in the OTC market:
q1 units of consumption for each order executed. Thus, the expected consumption of
impatient investors in periods 1 and 2, respectively, is given by c1I = (1 + r)s0 + (1 + r̄)s̄0 +
f (θ)q1 (bs0 − b̄0 ) and c2I = (1 − f (θ))Rb (bs0 − b̄0 ).
Patient investors Patient investors value consumption only in the final period and, as a
result, are willing to place buy orders in the OTC market because the return from doing
so, , is strictly greater than the return on storage, 1 + r. Moreover, it is also the case
that the return on reserves, 1 + r̄, is at least as large as that on storage, so patient investors are willing to allocate liquid wealth to reserves. Accordingly, liquidity provision
in the secondary market will depend on the return on OTC trade, , relative to the return on reserves, 1 + r̄. Specifically, if 1 + r̄ < , patient investors will pledge all their
liquid wealth to place buy orders in the OTC market. Alternatively, if 1 + r̄ > , patient
investors will use their liquid wealth to buy higher yielding reserves first, and then allocate the remainder of their liquid wealth to placing buy orders in the OTC market. For
expositional purposes, we assume throughout the remainder of the paper that 1 + r̄ <
(although for the main results of this section—stated below in Propositions 6 and 7—we
trace out the proofs over the entire parameter space of the model, where appropriate).
When the anticipated return to OTC trade exceeds the return on reserves, patient
investors use (1 + r)s0 + (1 + r̄)s̄0 units of consumption to place buy orders. A fraction
p(θ) is matched allowing patient investors to exchange consumption for bonds, while
the 1 − p(θ) unmatched portion needs to be reinvested in liquid assets in period t = 1.
Given that the central bank needs to finance itself in the interim period, it will reallocate
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reserves to patient investors; hence, total reserve holdings for patient investors are given
by s̄1P = (1 + r̄)s̄0 /(1 − δ). All remaining units of consumption are placed into the lower
yielding storage technology, so s1P = (1 − p(θ))[(1 + r)s0 + (1 + r̄)s̄0 ] − (1 + r̄)s̄0 /(1 − δ),
which is strictly positive from Assumption 4. It follows that expected consumption of
patient investors equals c2P = s1P (1 + r) + (1 + r̄)2 s̄0 /(1 − δ) + {bs0 − b̄0 + p(θ)((1 + r)s0 +
(1 + r̄)s̄0 )/q1 }Rb .
Investors’ portfolio choice Using the optimal behavior of investors in period 1, derived
above, we can rewrite the expected lifetime utility as the sum of the expected utilities
from each of the three assets available in the initial period: U = Us s0 + Us̄ s̄0 + Ub (bs0 − b̄0 ).
As before, the expected utility of investing in storage and bonds, Us and Ub , are given by
(4) and (5), respectively. However, given the additional option to investors to purchase
reserves, Us now represents the marginal return on investing in storage (before marginal
and average returns were equal). This representation is useful as it allows us to draw on
previous results to characterize the equilibrium with quantitative policies. Finally, the
expected total utility from reserves is given by



r̄ − r
+ p(θ) 
Us̄ = δ(1 + r̄) + (1 − δ)(1 + r̄) 1 − p(θ) (1 + r) +
1−δ
Reserves yield 1 + r̄ for impatient investors. For patient investors, there is additional
compensation that comes from the expected return from buy orders in the secondary
market plus the spread between reserves and storage, r̄ − r ≥ 0, for the inframarginal
reserves bought in period 1. It follows that in equilibrium, investors will be indifferent
between a marginal unit invested in storage or bonds, as described by (6).
Equilibrium A given QE policy (b̄0  r̄) is said to be feasible if it satisfies the CB constraints. For a feasible QE policy, (b̄0  r̄), equilibrium is defined as in Section 2.4. When
QE policy is given by (b̄0  r̄) and the equilibrium in the credit market is given by (b0  Rb ),
market liquidity corresponds to





(1 − δ) (1 + r) e0 − n0 (l0 − 1) + (1 + r̄)b̄0
(1 − δ) (1 + r)s0 + (1 + r̄)s̄0
 (20)
=
θ=

δ(b0 − b̄0 )q1
δRb n0 (l0 − 1) − b̄0
This expression establishes a link between QE and secondary market liquidity that we
summarize in the following proposition.
Proposition 6 (Quantitative policies and portfolio rebalancing). Quantitative easing,
i.e., increasing CB bond purchases, b̄0 , increases secondary market liquidity θ, reduces the
liquidity premium,  , and increases firms’ investment.
The intuition is straightforward. Each bond bought by the CB will be held to maturity
and, therefore, reduces the number of sell orders in the secondary market. At the same
time, these bonds need to be financed with reserves, which patient investors can use
to submit additional buy orders in the secondary market.20 So, a bond buying program
20 Christensen and Krogstrup (2019) present empirical evidence for the effect of QE through the creation
of reserves.
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has a direct effect on secondary market liquidity because it alters the composition of investor’s portfolios away from illiquid bonds toward publicly provided liquid assets. The
resulting reduction in the liquidity premium demanded by investors pushes down the
cost of financing for firms, which respond by taking on higher leverage and risk in equilibrium. This later indirect effect attenuates the effect of the QE program, as increased
bond issuance by firms crowds out public and private liquidity.
It should also be noted that Proposition 6 is presented from the perspective of a CB
that wants to increase liquidity by expanding reserves so as to purchase illiquid bonds.
But this result is more general. A central bank that starts with an initial endowment
of bonds could remove liquidity by becoming a net seller to investors of illiquid bonds
in exchange for reserves. A quantitative tightening (QT) program such as this would
effectively withdraw public liquidity and reduce secondary market liquidity.
6.3 Optimal public liquidity management via quantitative policies
To describe the optimal design of quantitative policies, we consider a planner who maximizes the utility of entrepreneurs and investors, and is constrained by search frictions,
the structure of trade in the OTC market, and the feasibility of QE policies. In addition,
as in Section 4, we consider the planner’s Pareto problem, where investors cannot be
made worse off. To formalize this problem, let U(l0  ω̄ θ b̄0  r̄) be the expected utility
of investors when the equilibrium is described by (l0  ω̄ θ), with the secondary market
price given by (3) and the QE program described by (b̄0  r̄). Similarly, let U(l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗ )
be the expected utility of investors in the private equilibrium, when the secondary market price is given by (3). We refer to this planner who has access to QE policies as the
CB. Then the CB’s problem can be written as maxl0 ω̄θb̄0 r̄ [1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 , subject to the
feasibility of QE, (20), and

U(l0  ω̄ θ b̄0  r̄) ≥ U l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗ 
We show when quantitative policies can improve upon the constrained efficient allocation described in Section 4, which we denote by (l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗  θ∗∗ ). The following proposition characterizes the optimal design of QE policies.
Proposition 7 (Optimal QE policy). If ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) and  (θ∗∗ ) > 1 +
L(l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ )/(1 + r)2 , then QE improves upon the constrained efficient allocation, and it
is characterized by b̄0 > 0 and r̄ > r. Alternatively, if ψ ≤ α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) or  (θ∗∗ ) ≤
1 + L(l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ )/(1 + r)2 , then QE does not improve upon the constrained efficient allocation and optimally b̄0 = 0.
The intuition for the optimal QE policy follows from the previously established results. From Proposition 6, we know that QE, or CB bond purchases b̄0 , increases secondary market liquidity θ. In addition, in Section 4, we established that when ψ >
α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), higher market liquidity increases investors expected utility ∂U/∂θ > 0.
Thus, when ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), a CB will implement a QE policy if it is feasible, as it
increases investors’ expected utility and the resulting gains can be redistributed to firms.
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Intuitively, the QE program transfers illiquid bonds from investors, who value liquidity,
to the CB, who does not value liquidity because the CB is a long-term investor and is not
subject to runs.
Moreover, Proposition 7 shows that QE will only be used when the liquidity premium
is larger than the additional monitoring costs incurred by the CB relative to the private
sector. This condition implies that QE will be optimal only in times when the liquidity premium is relatively high. High liquidity premia are likely to arise during financial
crises, rationalizing QE interventions in these states of the world rather than in normal
times. Although we do not study aggregate fluctuations, our model can be extended
in that direction. Moreover, this condition draws a link between optimal quantitative
policies and financial spreads, connecting our analysis to the literature that studies the
effect of quantitative policies in macro models (see Carlstrom et al. 2017 and Gertler and
Karadi 2011).
There are a few additional points worth mentioning. First, the public provision of
liquidity is inherently different from liquidity regulation. Both policies affect the level of
market liquidity, but regulation trades off liquidity and credit provision, whereas public
liquidity management implies that public liquidity provision and credit provision move
in tandem. This is due to the fact that public liquidity provision enhances the intermediation technology of the economy, as the transfer of liquidity risk between the public
and private sector can only be achieved in the model through quantitative policies.
While we have shown that the optimal management of public liquidity can lead to
a Pareto improvement, these quantitative policies do not explicitly address the externalities identified in Section 4. Indeed, a QE program is optimal when liquidity is inefficiently low or, equivalently, when firm’s leverage and the riskiness of the contracts
it offers to investors are inefficiently high. While QE is effective at boosting liquidity, it
does so at the expense of encouraging firms to take on even more leverage and write
even riskier contracts. This opens the door for optimal liquidity management (through
quantitative policies) to coexist with optimal liquidity regulation, echoing a similar result found in Holmström and Tirole (1998).
Second, note that the proposition suggests QE is effective when the interest rate
on storage is sufficiently low, r < (ψ − α)/(α − αψ). Although it is beyond the scope
of this model, these conditions indicate that QE may be an effective policy response
in a protracted low interest rate environment. By the same token, the proposition
also suggests that QT can be optimal when the interest rate is sufficiently high, so that
r > (ψ − α)/(α − αψ). In the context of the current policy debate, our framework offers
support for a strategy of raising interest rates prior to unwinding the size of the balance
sheet.
Finally, its useful to note that when QE is effective, the absence of constraints that
limit the size of the program could lead to an extreme outcome in which the CB disintermediates the bond market. That is, the optimal policy is for the CB to buy all the
bonds offered by the firm and offer the corresponding amount of reserves to investors.
Doing so would allow the CB to replicate the frictionless benchmark. However, we prevent this by limiting the size of the QE program through the constraints imposed on the
CB.
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7. Conclusion
We show that search frictions in OTC markets provide a rationale for the regulation and
public management of market liquidity. In our model, investors face a trade-off between
liquidity and credit provision that links the outcomes in primary and secondary credit
markets. Because of a congestion externality, the private equilibrium is generically inefficient. A novel aspect of our analysis is that private liquidity can be either inefficiently
high or inefficiently low, depending on the incentives faced by investors. We provide
an analytic characterization of the distortions, show that price transparency as implemented through price posting does not resolve the inefficiency, and establish how the
socially efficient equilibrium can be decentralized with tax instruments. Finally, we derive the conditions under which the quantitative policies, such as QE and QT, that manage public liquidity can enhance welfare.
There are a number of directions for future work. First, our paper opens up new avenues for research on optimal liquidity provision when financial intermediation is conducted in markets with OTC characteristics. For example, our framework could potentially be used to examine the behavior of banks trading in other OTC markets, such as
federal funds or repurchase agreement markets, and to study the implications for bank
capital and liquidity regulations. Second, it would be interesting to explore the quantitative relevance of the mechanism described in this paper. To this end, we have deliberately stayed very close to the quantitative model of Bernanke et al. (1999). Finally,
another interesting extension would be to consider bank and bond financing jointly, and
to study the interaction of these two sources of financing for the real economy, as well as
spillovers from bank (liquidity) regulation on market liquidity (bank credit provision).
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. We need to show that there is a unique equilibrium and that,
in this equilibrium, credit is not rationed. We proceed in three parts. In Part 1, we establish that the privately optimal contract is an interior solution to the firm’s optimization problem. In Part 2, we establish the existence of equilibria. In Part 3, we establish
uniqueness.
Part 1. The privately optimal contract is interior. First of all, note that from the definition of (ω) and G(ω), it follows that for any ω̄ > 0, (ω̄) > 0, 1 − (ω̄) = P(ω ≥
ω̄)E[ω − ω̄|ω ≥ ω̄] > 0, 1 >  (ω̄) = 1 − F(ω̄) > 0,  (ω̄) = −dF(ω̄) < 0, 0 < G(ω̄) <
1, μG(ω̄) < G(ω̄) < (ω̄), G (ω̄) = ω̄ dF(ω̄) > 0, G (ω̄) = dF(ω̄) + ω̄d(dF(ω̄))/d ω̄,
limω̄→0 (ω̄) = 0, limω̄→∞ (ω̄) = ω̄P(ω ≥ ω̄) + P(ω < ω̄)E[ω|ω < ω̄] = 1, limω̄→0 G(ω̄) =
0, and limω̄→∞ G(ω̄) = 1.
In addition, from Assumption 2, ω̄ dF(ω̄)/(1 − F(ω̄)) is increasing, so 1 −
μω̄ dF(ω̄)/(1 − F(ω̄)) has only one root, which is strictly positive and is denoted by
¯ > 0. Then  (ω̄) − μG (ω̄) = (1 − F(ω̄))(1 − μω̄ dF(ω̄)/(1 − F(ω̄))) is greater than
ω̄
¯ is zero if ω̄ = ω̄,
¯ and is smaller than zero if ω̄ > ω̄.
¯
zero if ω̄ < ω̄,
k
The value of the firm, [1 − (ω̄)]R l0 , is increasing in leverage, l0 , and decreasing in
risk, ω̄. If investors’ required expected (hold-to-maturity) return is Rb ∈ [(1 + r)2  Rk ],
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pe

then, for a given level of risk, ω̄, the leverage yielding this return, l0 (ω̄), is given by
pe
Rb = Rb (l0 (ω̄) ω̄) or
pe

l0 (ω̄) =

Rb


Rb − Rk (ω̄) − μG(ω̄)

¯ we get that lpe (ω̄) ≤ Rb /(Rb − Rk [(ω̄)
¯ −
Since (ω̄) − μG(ω̄) attains a maximum at ω̄,
0
¯ − μG(ω̄)])
¯
¯
≡ l̄¯0 . It follows that the firm will never
μG(ω̄)])
≤ (1 + r)2 /((1 + r)2 − Rk [(ω̄)
¯ as additional risk, which reduces firm’s value, does not allow the
choose risk above ω̄,
¯ and a
firm to increase leverage. Therefore, the firm chooses a level of risk 0 ≤ ω̄ ≤ ω̄
pe
pe ¯
¯
value of leverage l (0) = 1 ≤ l0 ≤ l̄0 = l (ω̄).
0

0

Given an Rb , the optimal contract is given by choosing ω̄ to maximize the value of the
pe
¯ Note that since the firm’s objective is confirm, [1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 (ω̄), subject to 0 ≤ ω̄ ≤ ω̄.
tinuous, the maximum is achieved in the closed set defined by the constraint. Now we
¯ We write the Lagrangian
want to establish that the maximum is interior, i.e., 0 < ω̄ < ω̄.
pe
k
¯
for this problem as L = [1 − (ω̄)]R l0 (ω̄) + η̌ω̄ − η̂[ω̄ − ω̄]. Then the first-order conpe
pe
dition with respect to ω̄ is − (ω̄)Rk l0 (ω̄) + [1 − (ω̄)]Rk (dl0 /d ω̄) + η̌ − η̂ = 0, where
pe
pe
dl0 /d ω̄ = l0 Rk [ (ω̄ − μG (ω̄))]/{Rb − Rk [(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)]} > 0.
Suppose the optimal financial contract is not interior. Then it must be that ω̄ = 0
¯ and η̂ > 0. Suppose first that ω̄ = 0 and η̌ > 0. Note that lpe (0) = 1,
and η̌ > 0 or ω̄ = ω̄
0
 (0) = 1 − F(0) = 1, and (0) = G(0) = 0. Then, from the first-order condition, η̌ =
Rk (Rb − Rk )/Rb ≤ 0, which is a contradiction. So we conclude that ω̄ > 0. Similarly
¯ = l̄¯0 and dlpe (ω̄)/d
¯
¯ and η̂ > 0. In this case, lpe (ω̄)
ω̄ = 0. Then from
consider ω̄ = ω̄
0
0
¯

k
¯
l̄0 < 0, which is a contradiction. So we conclude
the first-order condition, η̂ = − (ω̄)R
¯ and, thus, the privately optimal contract is an interior solution to the firm’s
that ω̄ < ω̄
¯ and l0 < l̄¯0 , we
optimization problem, with the optimal leverage 1 < l0 < l̄¯0 . Since ω̄ < ω̄
conclude that credit will not be rationed and that Rb (l0  ω̄) given in (1) is increasing in ω̄.
Part 2. Existence of equilibria. Let J : C → R, with C = [(1 + r)2  Rk ]. For Rb ∈ C , J(Rb )
is defined as follows. Given Rb , define (l0 (Rb ) ω̄(Rb )) as the privately optimal contract,
which is interior, as shown in Part 1 above, and feasible, because l̄¯0 < e0 /n0 + 1 from
Assumption 4. Use (l0 (Rb ) ω̄(Rb )) to calculate b0 (Rb ) = n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1) and s0 (Rb ) =
e0 − b0 (Rb ), and to calculate θ(Rb ) as θ(Rb ) = (1 − δ)s0 (Rb )(1 + r) /(δb0 (Rb )Rb ). Then
J(Rb ) = Us (θ(Rb ))/ub (θ(Rb )). Intuitively, for any hold-to-maturity two-period return
Rb , the function J(Rb ) gives the hold-to-maturity return that makes investors indifferent between liquid storage and illiquid two-period bonds, given that (i) firms optimally
choose the contract and the demand for credit, given Rb , and (ii) that the level of secondary market liquidity is consistent with the investors portfolios that support the optimal firms’ bond issuance b0 (Rb ), i.e., the level of market liquidity is consistent with
market clearing in the primary debt market. It follows that a fixed point of J constitutes
a private equilibrium. Thus, we want to show that J is a continuous single-valued function and J(C ) ⊂ C , so J has a fixed point Rb = J(Rb ), which constitutes a nonrationing
equilibrium from Part 1 above.
First, we show that J is a single-valued function. For that it suffices to show that
the optimal contract as a function of Rb is a single-valued function. The objective of
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the firms’ problem is concave as  (ω̄) > 0. But the feasible set defined by the constraints to the firm’s optimization problem, given Rb , is not convex, so we need to
rule out that the firm’s indifference curves and the investors’ expected return condition, Rb = Rb (l0  ω̄), intersect more than once. Note that the firm’s indifference curves
are described by l0ic (ω̄) = L/(Rk [1 − (ω̄)]), where L is a constant that describes the
level of profits at the indifference curve. Then dl0ic /d ω̄ = L (ω̄)/(Rk [1 − (ω̄)]2 ). At
the optimal contract, these two curves intersect and have the same derivative. We use
pe
the condition that the two curves intersect to express L in terms Rb . In fact, l0ic = l0
implies L = Rb Rk [1 − (ω̄)]/(Rb − Rk [(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)]). Moreover, these two curves
pe
have the same slope, i.e., dl0ic /d ω̄ = dl0 /d ω̄, if and only if H(ω̄) = (Rk − Rb )/(μRk ),

where H(ω̄) ≡ G(ω̄) + [1 − (ω̄)]G (ω̄)/  (ω̄). The function H(ω̄) is a strictly increasing function of ω̄. In fact, H (ω̄) = [1 − (ω̄)][ (ω̄)G (ω̄) − G (ω̄) (ω̄)]/  (ω̄)2 =
d(ω̄h(ω̄))/d ω̄ · [1 − (ω̄)][1 − F(ω̄)]2 /  (ω̄)2 > 0. Then we conclude that there is only
one solution to the firms’ maximization problem. Therefore, (l0 (Rb ) ω̄(Rb )) are singlevalued functions, and so are b0 (Rb ), s0 (Rb ), θ(Rb ), and J(Rb ).
It follows from above that J(Rb ) is also continuous. In fact, H(ω̄) is a continuous
function with H (ω̄) > 0, so by the implicit function theorem, ω̄(Rb ) is a continuous
strictly decreasing function in C , i.e., ω̄ (Rb ) < 0. That is, the risk of the optimal contract
is decreasing in the expected hold-to-maturity return offered to investors. Then l0 (Rb ) ≡
pe
l0 (ω̄(Rb )) is a continuous function in C , given that Rb = Rb (l0  ω̄) > Rk [(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)].
It follows, that b0 (Rb ) and s0 (Rb ) are continuous in C , and thus, that θ(Rb ) and J(Rb ) are
continuous in C .
Now we show that J(Rb ) ≥ (1 + r)2 and J(Rb ) ≤ Rk . From (1 + r) ≤ ≤ β−1 , we have
that δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r)2 ≤ Us (θ(Rb )) ≤ δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r) and δβ + 1 −
δ ≤ ub (θ(Rb )) ≤ δ −1 + 1 − δ. On the one hand, from Assumptions 1 and 3, we have
that δ[1 + r − βRk ] ≤ 0 ≤ (1 − δ)[Rk − (1 + r) ]. Rearranging yields J(Rb ) ≤ (δ(1 + r) +
(1 − δ)(1 + r) )/(δβ + 1 − δ) ≤ Rk . On the other hand, since ≥ 1 + r, we have that
J(Rb ) ≥ (δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r)2 )/(δ −1 + 1 − δ) ≥ (1 + r)2 .
Hence, J(Rb ) has a fixed point in the feasible domain and a nonrationing equilibrium exists.
Part 3. Uniqueness: We show that J(Rb ) is decreasing in C . By differentiating, we
obtain
 
 

  b

 b
dθ R
dJ Rb
dUs θ Rb
dub θ Rb
1
1
−   b
=J R

(21)
  b
b
dθ
dθ
dR
Us θ R
ub θ R
dRb
To sign this derivative, note that dUs /dθ = (1 − δ)(1 + r)p (θ)[ − (1 + r)] ≤ 0 and
dub /dθ = δf  (θ)[ −1 − β] ≥ 0, where the inequalities follow from p (θ) ≤ 0, f  (θ) ≥ 0,
and (1 + r) < ≤ β−1 . Thus, the term in square brackets in (21) is negative. We are left to
show that dθ/dRb > 0. To do so, note that dθ/dRb = (θ/s0 ) ds0 /dRb − (θ/b0 ) db0 /dRb −
θ/Rb . In addition, from above, we had that ω̄ (Rb ) < 0 and dl0 /dRb = Rb Rk [ (ω̄(Rb )) −
μG (ω̄(Rb ))]ω̄ (Rb )/(Rb − Rk [(ω̄(Rb )) − μG(ω̄(Rb ))])2 < 0. Note that the previous inequality implies that the demand for credit by firms is downward slopping, and it shows
that the leverage of the optimal contract is decreasing in the expected hold-to-maturity
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return offered to investors. Using that ds0 /dRb = −db0 /dRb , db0 /dRb = n0 dl0 /dRb , and
dRb /dRb = 1 = (∂Rb /∂l0 ) dl0 /dRb + (∂Rb /∂ω̄) d ω̄/dRb , we get that
Rb dθ
dl0
=− b
b
θ dR
dR

  
 

Rb − Rk  ω̄ Rb − μG ω̄ Rb
  
 

Rk  ω̄ Rb − μG ω̄ Rb



2

Rb (e0 + n0 )
+ 
l0 e0 − n0 (l0 − 1)


> 0 (22)

where we used that in an interior contract, l0 < e0 /n0 + 1. Hence, the nonrationing equilibrium is unique.
Proof of Proposition 1. The aggregate credit supply is determined by the investors’
break-even condition (6). Taking the total derivative with respect to Rb , we get that the
interest rate elasticity of the aggregate credit supply is


εbs Rb
0


θ dUs Rb ∂θ
θ dub
−
+1
Rb dbs0
ub dθ
Us dθ θ ∂Rb
≡ s
= 


b0 dRb
θ dub bs0 ∂θ
θ dUs
−
Us dθ
ub dθ θ ∂bs0

(23)

From the definition of market liquidity (9), we get that ∂θ/∂bs0 = −(θ/bs0 )e0 /(e0 − bs0 ) < 0
and ∂θ/∂Rb = −θ/Rb , where the inequality follows from Assumption 4. Moreover,
dUs /dθ = (1 − δ)(1 + r)p (θ)[ − (1 + r)] ≤ 0 and dub /dθ = δf  (θ)[ −1 − β] ≥ 0. Thus, the
denominator in (23) is nonnegative. Still we need to rule out that the denominator is 0,
which is the case when dUs (θ)/dθ = dub (θ)/dθ = 0. This is the case when either θ > θ
and ψ = 1 or θ < θ and ψ = 0. The first case violates the assumption that ψ < 1. The second case corresponds to the case where the liquidity premium is fixed at β−1 /(1 + r) > 1.
In this case, θ < θ implies that (1 − δ)(1 + r)(e0 − b0 )β−1 /(δb0 Rk ) ≤ (1 − δ)(1 + r)(e0 −
b0 )β−1 /(δb0 Rb ) < min{1 ν 1/α }. But rearranging and using that b0 ≤ n0 (l̄¯0 − 1), we get
e0 ≤ [δβRk min{1 ν 1/α }/((1 − δ)(1 + r)) + 1]b0 ≤ [δβRk min{1 ν 1/α }/((1 − δ)(1 + r)) +
1]n0 (l̄¯0 − 1), which contradicts Assumption 4, e0  n0 . That is, the deep pocket assumption prevents liquidity from having a finite upper bound and we conclude that liquidity
cannot be smaller than θ. Thus, we are left to show that the numerator in (23) is positive, i.e., (θ/ub ) dub /dθ − (θ/Us ) dUs /dθ < 1. This follows from Lemma 1 below where
we prove that |ε θ | < 1.
Proof of Proposition 2. Taking the derivative of d (ω̄) in (10) with respect to ω̄
yields dd (ω̄)/d ω̄ = [(ω̄) − μG(ω̄) − ω̄( (ω̄) − μG (ω̄))]/[(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)]2 = [(1 −
μ)G(ω̄) + ω̄μG (ω̄)]/[(ω̄) − μG(ω̄)]2 > 0, given that (ω̄) = ω̄ (ω̄) + G(ω̄), 1 − μ > 0,
G(ω̄) ≥ 0, and G (ω̄) = ω̄ dF(ω̄) > 0 for any ω̄ > 0.
Proof of Lemma 1. We want to show that the derivative of the liquidity premium with
respect to secondary market liquidity is negative. Note that Us (θ) ub (θ) > 0, since the
trading probabilities and returns are nonnegative. In addition, note that dUs (θ)/dθ =
(1 − δ)(1 + r)[ − (1 + r)] dp(θ)/dθ ≤ 0 and dub (θ)/dθ = δ[ −1 − β] df (θ)/dθ ≥ 0, where
the inequalities follow from β ≤ 1/(1 + r), the definition of f (θ) and p(θ), and the fact
that the matching function m(A B) is increasing in both arguments. From (11), we have
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that d (θ)/dθ =  (θ)[Us (θ)−1 dUs (θ)/dθ − ub (θ)−1 dub (θ)/dθ] ≤ 0, using the previously established inequalities.
Turning to the second part of the lemma, the elasticity of the liquidity premium,  ,
with respect to the secondary market liquidity, θ, is written as ε θ = (θ/ ) d /dθ =
[(θ/Us (θ)) dUs (θ)/dθ − (θ/ub (θ)) dub (θ)/dθ]. Since the elasticity is negative, |ε θ | < 1
requires that X ≡ Us (θ)ub (θ) + θub (θ)(dUs (θ)/dθ) − θUs (θ)(dub /dθ) > 0. First, let us
consider the case where θ ∈ (θ θ). In this case, f (θ) = νθ1−α and p(θ) = νθ−α , and,
thus, θ df (θ)/dθ = (1 − α)f (θ) and θ dp(θ)/dθ = −αp(θ). It follows that θ dUs (θ)/dθ =
−αUs (θ) + α(1 + r)[δ + (1 − δ)(1 + r)] ≤ 0 and θ dub (θ)/dθ = (1 − α)ub (θ) − (1 −
α)[βδ + (1 − δ)] ≥ 0. The latter yield X = αub (θ)(1 + r)[δ + (1 − δ)(1 + r)] + (1 −
α)Us (θ)[βδ + (1 − δ)] > 0. Second, consider the case where θ < θ. In this case,
p(θ) = 1 and f (θ) = θ, so df (θ)/dθ = 1 and dp(θ)/dθ = dUs (θ)/dθ = 0. Thus, we want
to show that X = ub (θ) − θ(dub (θ)/dθ) > 0. From above, dub (θ)/dθ = δ[ −1 − β],
which yields X = δβ + (1 − δ) > 0. Finally, consider the case where θ > θ. In this
case, df (θ)/dθ = dub (θ)/dθ = 0 and p(θ) = θ−1 . Thus, we want to show that X =
Us (θ) + θ(dUs (θ)/dθ) > 0. From above, θ dUs (θ)/dθ = −θ−1 (1 − δ)(1 + r)[ − (1 + r)],
which yields X = δ(1 + r) + (1 − δ)(1 + r)2 > 0.
Proof of Proposition 3. We want to show that if the private equilibrium is constrained efficient, then (α ψ r) ∈ ∅, a set of measure 0. Suppose that the private equilibrium (l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗  q1∗ ) is constrained efficient. Then from (8) and (14), d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 =
d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 . Since (l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗  q1∗ ) is a private equilibrium, the investor break-even conpe
dition (6) holds, i.e., Us = Ub , and we get that (∂Rb /∂l0 )/(∂Rb /∂ω̄) = [b0 ub (∂Rb /∂l0 ) +
pe
(∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂l0 )]/[b0 ub (∂Rb /∂ω̄) + (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄)], which is the case if and only if
(∂U/∂θ)[(∂θ/∂l0 )(∂Rb /∂ω̄) − (∂θ/∂ω̄)(∂Rb /∂l0 )] = 0, where all expressions are evaluated
at the private equilibrium allocation.
Note that (∂θ/∂l0 )(∂Rb /∂ω̄) − (∂θ/∂ω̄)(∂Rb /∂l0 ) < 0: from (9), ∂θ/∂l0  ∂θ/∂ω̄ < 0,
b
∂R /∂l0 = −Rb /(l0 (l0 − 1)) < 0, and, following Part 1 of Theorem 1, ∂Rb /∂ω̄ = Rb [ −
μG ]/[ − μG] > 0. Then, if the private equilibrium is constrained efficient, we have
that ∂U/∂θ = 0, or, after some algebra and substituting the definition of θ∗ from (9),
α[Rb − q1 (1 + r)] = (1 − α)[q1 − βRb ] or, equivalently, α[ − (1 + r)] = (1 − α)[1 − β ].
Using that −1 = ψ/(1 + r) + (1 − ψ)β, we get that when the private equilibrium is constrained efficient, then ψ(1 + αr) = α(1 + r). The set of (α ψ r) satisfying this condition
is, thus, of measure 0.
Proof of Proposition 4. Our proof proceeds in four parts.
Part 1: Show that the sign of the marginal social gains to increasing leverage l0 from
the private equilibrium l0∗ depends on the sign of d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 − d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 . Recall that
Lsp (l0 ) denotes the Lagrangian of the planner’s problem. Differentiating, evaluating at
l0∗ , and using (8), we get d Lsp (l0∗ )/dl0 = − (ω̄∗ )l0∗ Rk [d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 − d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 ], with
 > 0. So the planner wants to decrease leverage at the private equilibrium allocation
when d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 − d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 > 0.
Part 2: Show that d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 − d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 is proportional to ∂U(l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗  q1∗ )/∂θ.
Note that the private equilibrium lies in the Pareto improvement constraint, with the
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price and the liquidity in the secondary market liquidity given by (3) and (9), respectively. So ω̄sp (l0∗ ) = ω̄pe (l0∗ ). Then, when evaluating at l0∗ , we can cancel the term
n0 (ub Rb − Us ) in (13) and, after some algebra, we obtain

sp


pe

d ω̄ l0∗
d ω̄ l0∗
−
dl0
dl0



∂θ ∂Rb
∂U ∂θ ∂Rb
−
∂θ ∂ω̄ ∂l0
∂l0 ∂ω̄
=


∂Rb ∗ ∂Rb ∂U ∂θ
b ub
+
∂ω̄ 0 ∂ω̄
∂θ ∂ω̄

where all the derivatives on the right-hand side are evaluated at (l0∗  ω̄∗  θ∗  q1∗ ). In the
proof of Proposition 3, we noted that (∂θ/∂ω̄)(∂Rb /∂l0 ) − (∂θ/∂l0 )(∂Rb /∂ω̄) > 0 and
∂Rb /∂ω̄ > 0 in a nonrationed equilibrium (Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1). Then
it remains to show that b∗0 ub ∂Rb /∂ω̄ + (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄) > 0. Using that s0∗ = e0 − b∗0 ,
∂θ/∂ω̄ = −(θ/Rb )(∂Rb /∂ω̄), and Us (θ∗ ) = ub (θ∗ )Rb (l0∗  ω̄∗ ), we get that
b∗0 ub



b∗
∂Rb ∂U ∂θ
dUs
dub
dUs ∂θ
+
= 0 Us ub + θ∗
ub − θ∗ Us
+ e0
> 0
∂ω̄
∂θ ∂ω̄ Us
dθ
dθ
dθ ∂ω̄

where the inequality follows from Lemma 1, where we established that X = Us ub +
θub (dUs /dθ) − θUs (dub /dθ) > 0, and from dUs /dθ ∂θ/∂ω̄ < 0.
Part 3: Show that the sign of ∂U/∂θ equals the sign of ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 + αr). From
Proposition 3, we know that when ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) = 0, then ∂U/∂θ = 0. In addition,
following the steps in the proof of Proposition 3, it is easy to show that ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 +
αr) > 0 ⇔ ∂U/∂θ > 0 and ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) < 0 ⇔ ∂U/∂θ < 0.
Part 4: Characterize the social optimum conditional on the sign of ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 +
αr). Suppose ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) > 0. Then from Part 3, we have that ∂U/∂θ > 0,
and from Part 2, it follows that d ω̄sp (l0∗ )/dl0 − d ω̄pe (l0∗ )/dl0 > 0. Then from Part 1, we
conclude that d Lsp (l0∗ )/dl0 < 0, so the planner wants to reduce leverage relative to the
private equilibrium allocation, l0∗ . By continuity of the derivative of the Lagrangian, the
planner continues to reduce leverage until reaching the constrained efficient allocation
l0 , so we conclude that l0 < l0∗ . It follows that d Lsp /dl0 ≤ 0 in [l0  l0∗ ], so d ω̄sp /dl0 ≥ 0 in
[l0  l0∗ ], with strict inequality at l0∗ . The fundamental theorem of calculus implies that
ω̄ < ω̄∗ . Finally, we show that θ > θ∗ . Since ∂θ/∂l0 < 0, then θ(l0  ω̄∗ ) > θ(l0∗  ω̄∗ ) = θ∗ ,
and since ∂Rb /∂ω̄ > 0, then θ = θ(l0  ω̄) > θ(l0  ω̄∗ ).
Similarly, if ψ < α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), we conclude that l0 > l0∗ , ω̄ > ω̄∗ , and θ < θ∗ .
Proof of Proposition 5. First, we show that the proposed taxes implement the constrained efficient allocation. The firm’s problem with taxes on storage and leverage can
be written as maxl0 ω̄ [1 − (ω̄)]Rk l0 − τl l0 + T l subject to (1 − τs )Us = Ub = ub Rb . This
last equation corresponds to the investors’ break-even condition (IBEC) with a tax on
storage, and it implicitly defines a function from leverage l0 to risk ω̄. Since the firm
takes as given secondary market liquidity and the tax on storage, it follows that the
derivative of this function corresponds to d ω̄pe /dl0 . Using this implicit function, we
can write the Lagrangian as a function of only l0 and obtain the optimality condition
[1 − (ω̄)]Rk = τl +  (ω̄)Rk l0 (d ω̄pe /dl0 ). Since in the constrained efficient equilibrium,
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optimality is given by (14), we have that [1 − (ω̄)] =  (ω̄)l0 (d ω̄sp /dl0 ). It follows that
τl is given by (18). In addition, combining the original IBEC, the IBEC with taxes, and
constraint (12), we derive the tax on storage shown in (18).
Now we sign the taxes conditional on the value of ψ relative to the intertemporal
Hosios condition (15). If ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), then from Proposition 4, the planner
wants to increase secondary market liquidity, so θ > θ∗ . Thus, since dUs /dθ < 0, then
the storage technology is subsidized, τs < 0. To sign the tax on leverage, we use that
 (ω̄) > 0 and the characterization of the sign of d ω̄sp /dl0 − d ω̄pe /dl0 conditional on the
sign of ψ − α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) derived in the proof of Proposition 4. In fact, in that proof
we established that when ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), ∂U/∂θ > 0 and d ω̄sp /dl0 − d ω̄pe /dl0 > 0,
so we conclude that the leverage is taxed when liquidity is underprovided. Similarly,
when ψ < α(1 + r)/(1 + αr), we conclude that storage is taxed and leverage is subsidized.
Finally, when the intertemporal Hosios condition holds, ψ = α(1+r)/(1+αr), θ = θ∗ and
d ω̄sp /dl0 = d ω̄pe /dl0 , so τs = τl = 0.
Proof of Proposition 6. The proof proceeds in two parts.
Part 1: Direct Effect on Market Liquidity. For a feasible QE program b̄0 and holdto-maturity return Rb , firms’ borrowing is given by b0 (Rb ) = n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1), whereas investors’ final bond holdings are given by b0 (Rb ) − b̄0 . Then from the budget constraint
of entrepreneurs, b0 (Rb ) − b̄0 = n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1 − b̄0 /n0 ). In addition, from the investors’
budget constraint, s0 (Rb ) = n0 (e0 /n0 − (l0 (Rb ) − 1)). Note that the size of the QE program does not affect the amount ultimately invested in storage, as the bonds the central
bank purchases are offset by the reserves it takes from investors. Finally, from the CB’s
budget constraint we have that s̄0 = b̄0 . Using the previous expressions, we can express
secondary market liquidity in terms of entrepreneurs’ leverage and QE, conditional on
the interest on reserves relative to the return on the OTC market.
First, note that the number of sell orders is always equal to A = δ(b0 (Rb ) − b̄0 ), as
impatient investors will put all their bond holdings for sale in the OTC market. In the
case when > 1 + r̄, patient investors pledge all their liquid wealth to place buy orders
in the OTC market, so B = (1 − δ)[(1 + r)s0 (Rb ) + (1 + r̄)s̄0 ]/q1 and market liquidity θ(Rb )
is given by (20), with ∂θ/∂b̄0 = [(1 − δ) (1 + r̄) + θ]/[δRb (n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1) − b̄0 )] > 0. In the
case when 1 + r̄ > , patient investors place buy orders in the OTC market using only
the liquid assets they hold after funding the reserves liquidated by impatient investors,
so the number of buy orders B = (1 − δ)((1 + r)s0 (Rb ) − δ/(1 − δ)(1 + r̄)s̄0 )/q1 and market liquidity is given by θ(Rb ) = ((1 − δ) ((1 + r)(e0 − n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1)) − δ/(1 − δ)(1 +
r̄)b̄0 ))/(δRb (n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1) − b̄0 )), with ∂θ/∂b̄0 = ((1 − δ) (1 + r)[e0 − n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1)(1 +
δ/(1 − δ)(1 + r̄)/(1 + r))])/(δRb (n0 (l0 (Rb ) − 1) − b̄0 )2 ) > 0, where the inequality follows
from Assumption 4. Thus, in both cases ∂θ/∂b̄0 > 0.
Part 2: Equilibrium Effects. For a feasible QE program b̄0 , we can express the equilibrium of the model as J(Rb  b̄0 ) − Rb = 0, where the function J is defined as in the
proof of Theorem 1, using θ(Rb ) derived in Part 1 of the proof of Proposition 6 above.
By the implicit function theorem, if the derivative of J(Rb  b̄0 ) − Rb with respect to Rb
is different than 0, then we can define Rb (b̄0 ) and calculate its derivative. Recall that
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J(Rb ) = Us (θ(Rb ))/ub (θ(Rb )). Then dJ/dRb = (J/θ)ε θ (dθ/dRb ) < 0, where ε θ denotes the elasticity of the liquidity premium with respect to market liquidity. The inequality follows from dθ/dRb > 0 (22), Lemma 1, where we showed that the elasticity is
negative, and Proposition 1, where we showed that the elasticity is different than zero.
Then, by the implicit function theorem, dRb /d b̄0 = −[∂J/∂Rb − 1]−1 ∂J/∂b̄0 , i.e., the
sign of dRb /d b̄0 equals the sign of ∂J/∂b̄0 . Note that ∂J/∂b̄0 = dJ/d b̄0 |Rb and, thus, they
have the same sign. Moreover, J =  (1 + r)2 , so the sign of dJ/d b̄0 |Rb and the sign
of d /d b̄0 |Rb are equal. Since Us and ub do not directly depend on the QE program,
∂ /∂b̄0 = 0 and d /d b̄0 |Rb = ∂ /∂b̄0 + (∂ /∂θ)(dθ/d b̄0 |Rb ) = (∂ /∂θ)(dθ/d b̄0 |Rb ) <
0, where the inequality follows from Lemma 1 and Part 1 of the proof of Proposition 6
above. So we conclude that dRb /d b̄0 < 0. That is, QE lowers the equilibrium hold-tomaturity return, and, thus, it increases firm leverage and investment.
Proof of Proposition 7. First, we want to show that QE only improved the constrained efficient allocation when ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) and Rb (l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ) > (1 + r)2 +
L(l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ). For the central bank, the constraints imposed by the period 0 budget constraint (s̄0 = b̄0 ), by the definition of secondary market liquidity (20), and by the pricing
protocol in the secondary market (3) together define the function θ(l0  ω̄ b̄0  r̄). Using this function, the investors’ Pareto constraint implicitly defines a function ω̄cb ≡
ω̄cb (l0  b̄0  r̄). We use this implicit function to write the lagrangian of the CB’s problem
as L = [1 − (ω̄cb )]l0 Rk − γ[(1 + r̄)2 + L(l0  ω̄cb ) − Rb (l0  ω̄cb )] − ν(r − r̄) + ηb̄0 .
An optimal allocation for the CB needs to satisfy the following firstorder conditions with respect to l0 , b̄0 , and r̄: ∂L/∂l0 = [1 − (ω̄cb )]Rk −
 (ω̄cb )l0 Rk (∂ω̄cb /∂l0 ) − γ[∂L/∂l0 − ∂Rb /∂l0 − (∂Rb /∂ω̄ − ∂L/∂ω̄)(∂ω̄cb /∂l0 )] = 0,
∂L/∂b̄0 = − (ω̄cb )l0 Rk (∂ω̄cb /∂b̄0 ) − γ[∂L/∂ω̄ − ∂Rb /∂ω̄](∂ω̄cb /∂b̄0 ) + η = 0, and
∂L/∂r̄ = − (ω̄cb )l0 Rk (∂ω̄cb /∂r̄) − γ[2(1 + r̄) + (∂L/∂ω̄ − ∂Rb /∂ω̄)(∂ω̄cb /∂r̄)] + ν = 0. To
characterize the role of QE, we evaluate these first-order conditions at the constrained
efficient allocation (l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗  θ∗∗  0 r). By assumption, the no loss constraint is slack, so
γ = 0. In addition, when b̄0 = 0, the CB Pareto improvement constraint corresponds to
the Pareto improvement constraint of Section 4, so, ω̄cb (l0  0 r) = ω̄sp (l0 ). Using these,
the first-order condition with respect to l0 yields [1 − (ω̄sp )]Rk =  (ω̄sp )∂ω̄sp /∂l0 ,
which is satisfied at the constrained efficient allocation.
Similarly, the first-order condition with respect to r̄ evaluated at the constrained
efficient allocation gives  (ω̄cb )l0 Rk (∂ω̄cb /∂r̄) = ν. In addition, from the definition of
ω̄cb , it follows that ∂ω̄cb /∂r̄ = [−(∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂r̄) − b̄0 (∂Us̄ /∂r̄)]/[(∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄) + (b∗∗
0 −
b
b̄0 )ub (∂R /∂ω̄)] = 0. The last equality obtains by evaluating at the constrained efficient
allocation, where b̄0 = 0 and ∂θ/∂r̄ = 0. Then we conclude that ν = 0; that is, the constraint r̄ ≥ r is slack.
Next, we evaluate the derivative of the lagrangian with respect to b̄0 at
the constrained efficient allocation to obtain ∂L/∂b̄0 = − (ω̄∗∗ )l0∗∗ Rk (∂ω̄cb /∂b̄0 ) +
η.
From the definition of ω̄cb , it follows that ∂ω̄cb /∂b̄0 = [ub Rb − Us̄ −
b
(∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂b̄0 )]/[(∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄) + (b∗∗
0 − b̄0 )ub (∂R /∂ω̄)]. At the constrained efficient
b
allocation, Us̄ = Us = ub R and b̄0 = 0. In addition, from Proposition 6, ∂θ/∂b̄0 > 0, from
(9), ∂θ/∂ω̄ < 0, and from Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1, ∂Rb /∂ω̄ > 0. Moreover, from
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(20) it follows that ∂θ/∂ω̄ = −θ/Rb (∂Rb /∂ω̄), so from Part 2 of the proof of Proposition 4,
b
we conclude that (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄) + b∗∗
0 ub (∂R /∂ω̄) > 0. Then, if ψ > α(1 + r)/(1 + αr),
we have that ∂U/∂θ > 0 and ∂L/∂b̄0 > 0. So bond purchases, or QE, improve upon the
constrained efficient allocation.
To establish that if b̄0 > 0, then r̄ > r, we evaluate the first-order condition with respect to r̄ when b̄0 > 0 and r̄ = r. Note that in this case, where 1 + r̄ < , we have that
∂Us̄ /∂r̄ = {δ + (1 − δ)[p + (1 − p)(1 + r) + (r̄ − r)/(1 − δ)] + 1 + r} > 0 and ∂θ/∂r̄ =
(1 − δ) b̄0 /(δ[n0 (l0 − 1) − b̄0 ]Rb ) > 0. Above we established that (∂U/∂θ)(∂θ/∂ω̄) +
b
cb
b∗∗
0 ub (∂R /∂ω̄) > 0, so we conclude that ∂ω̄ /∂r̄ < 0 and ∂L/∂r̄ > 0. Thus, the CB will
set the interest on reserves strictly above the interest on storage, i.e., r̄ > r.
Following the previous steps, it follows that if ψ ≤ α(1 + r)/(1 + αr) and Rb (l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ) >
(1 + r)2 + L(l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ), then ∂L/∂b̄0 < 0. So QE worsens the constrained efficient allocation.
Finally, when the CB no loss constraint is violated at the constrained efficient allocation, i.e., Rb (l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ) > (1 + r)2 + L(l0∗∗  ω̄∗∗ ), then the CB cannot engage in bond
purchases, so b̄0 = 0.
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